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Abstract

THERMAL MODELLING OF GAS METAL ARC WELDING

USING FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

ABSTRACT

Finite element models are produced to pred¡ct how a weld piece changes thermally in

response to gas metal arc welds. The weld is represented by a heat source applied to the

model. The modelling regime selected for this work is 3-dimensional (3D), quasi-steady-

state (QSS) and conduction based. The QSS assumption is justified as a useful and valid

simplification for the welds modelled in this work. Conduction based analysis is a further

simplification, bringing the computational complexity of the models down to a level that is

industrially attractive. lt acts on the very significant simplification that the flow of molten

metal within the weld pool is not modelled and heat transfer within the weld piece is

governed purely by conduction. The transfer of heat that would have occurred in the flow of

molten metal is compensated for in the definition of the heat source and enhancement of the

thermal conductivity. Developing heat sources that can do this etfectively is a major

objective of this thesis. The emerging idea of using a "split heat source" was defined and

adopted. ln the split heat source system, the heat is divided into two parts, attributed to the

arc and the droplet respectively. The arc component is applied at or near the weld surface

and the droplet heat at a depth to reflect the dominant downward flow pattern. Predicted

weld fusion profiles using this type of heat source are shown to be extremely effective over a

range of welding conditions. The deformation of the weld pool surface is shown to

significantly affect the distribution of heat from the arc. lt alters the commonly accepted

Gaussian form of the arc heat delivering considerably more heat away from the centre line of

the welding electrode. This has explained under prediction of pool width observed in some

models. The deformed pool surface heat distribution appears to be a significant oversight in

almost all observed weld models and it is recommended that it be used as a standard

practice.

The weld models are applied to V-joint and T-joint weld preparations, demonstrating the

effectiveness of the modelling approach and the split heat source. Weaving welds are

modelled perhaps for the first time, using a split heat source integrated over one weld cycle

which shows much promise. The novel application of QSS in modelling multi-pass and

preheat models was also developed and tested against experiment.

ix
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Ghapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJEGTIVES

The core techniques of computational weld mechanics: heat transfer, computational fluid

dynamics, stress analysis are available but developing techniques of applying these to make

industrially useful welding models remains a significant challenge with great potential benefit.

This thesis aims to establish the current state of numerical weld modelling and extend this

work to develop efficient and effective thermal finite element models for real and useful

welding applications.

The objectives of this thesis are to:

. Review the status of thermal modelling of gas metal arc welding of steel.

. Optimise heat sources, which represent the welding heat input, for V-joint and T-joint weld

configurations. This is in contrast to most work to date which has focused on "bead on

plate" models, or taken heat sources developed for bead on plate models and applied

them to joints for which they are not necessarily optimal.

. Previous work has generally produced models tuned and applicable to only one welding

condition. An objective of this work is to tie the heat source to the primary welding

parameters so it is valid over a range of conditions.

. Develop efficient models using the above heat sources and weld configurations to predict

the thermal output.

. Develop the model's applicability to multi-pass and preheat welding. Transient multi-pass

models are common, but almost exclusively 2-dimensional, due to high costs in analysis

time. This work aims to demonstrate the suitability of 3-dimensional quasi-steady-state

models for multi-pass welds.

. Model "weave welding" which is an area for which no previous research work has been

observed.

. Experimentally verify the generated models
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1.2 WHY THERMAL MODELLING OF GAS METAL ARC

WELDING?

Welding is a joining process that is being applied to an ever widening range of fabrication

activities. From underwater to outer space; in transport, manufacturing, construction and

mining, pipelines and tanks, welding is essential. According to Jeffus (1993), Shielded Metal

Arc Welding (SMAW) is the most common method of joining metals and thus is a logical

choice for the focus of this work. The specific type of SMAW to be considered is Gas Metal

Arc Welding (GMAW) in which shielding is achieved by the flow of inert gas around the arc

and molten metal to prevent reaction with oxygen and nitrogen in the air.

Thermal problems which are associated with GMAW are: induced residual stress and

distortion; and altered microstructural properties which stem from the intense localised heat

applied to the structure at the weld location. Mathematical analysis of welding to predict

these effects is referred to as Computational Weld Mechanics (CWM). Thermal analysis

seeks to calculate the changing temperatures during welding which is key input in CWM as

indicated in Figure 1.1. Thus thermal modelling is a vital area of research for mathematical

analysis of welding.

Thermal Stress Microstructural
Transformation

Transformation Stress

Figure 1.1 Weld thermal response as primary input for CWM (after Karlsson 1986)

Note thatthere is a minorfeed back opposing each of the arrows in Figure 1.1 and this will

be discussed later in Section 1.4.3.

2I

.t

-ri,l
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Stress &
Deform-
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Thermal modelling can yield the following information, either as direct output from the model,

or using the thermal results for further calculations as shown in the flow diagram in Figure

1.1:

. Thermal field prediction - gives the weld bead width and penetration from the fusion

isotherm. Also, the peak temperature at any point in the weld piece can be monitored as

this is often a design constraint.

Microstructure prediction - this is useful because of its effect on the creep behaviour,

fatigue crack initiation, and material toughness and yield strength. Microstructure

predictions can be used to determine suitable weld material, electrode material, and pre

and post-heat treatment of welded parts.

rJ

':

a

a

a

a

Hardness prediction - can be derived using the material's carbon equivalent and the

predicted cooling curye.

Distortion prediction - both residual and during welding can be found. This is especially

relevant when welding large structures such as in the ship and submarine building

industrieó. Modelling is particularly suited for investigating different welding sequences

which can be used to minimise the distortion.

Residual stress prediction - peak values can be monitored; also, the level of prestress

that will negate the welding residual stress can be calculated (eg. Michaleris ef al. 1997).

A further value of modelling the welding process is that insight has been gained into the

processes and driving forces within the arc and pool, which ultimately determine the quality

of the weld. The models give a glimpse of the vigorous flow fields within the molten weld

pool which are currently impossible to visualise experimentally.

Doumanidis (1992) shows how modelling can be used to give real time indication of weld

bead penetration for control purposes. Ohji ef a/. (1990) in a series of papers have shown

how a model can be used "in-process", with continuous feed back, to find the welding

parameters which achieve a desired weld width. The model is impressive in quickly finding

and modifying welding parameters to achieve and maintain the specified width.

3

I
I

;
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Radaj (1995) has conducted a reviewof the potential of numerical analysis of welding in the

design process. Radaj lists potential applications of numerical analysis for metallurgists,

design engineers and production engineers. He concludes that there is clear potential for

numerical welding analysis to become integrated into the development process. Radaj also

includes examples from Deutsche Aerospace and Mercedes Benz for potential applications

of numerical weld modelling.

Closer to home, the Gas Transmission industry in Australia is funding the CSIRO to conduct

modelling research to improve in service welding procedures. The potential value to the

industry is estimated by Venton (1997) at2lo 4 million dollars between 1998 and 2002.

It is anticipated that as techniques of modelling fusion welding processes are further refined,

software improved and industry becomes aware of computational modelling in GMAW, many

new areas of application will be discovered as needs arise.

1.2.1 MODELLING VERSUS EXPERIMENTATION

The results of CWM are aimed at optimising gas metal arc welding processes in terms of

energy, time, strength, distortion, or whatever the constraints on the process may be. ln

order to gauge the value of modelling, its cost must be compared against the alternative of

using experimentation or regression information. ln many cases the cost of computational

modelling is comparable with or less than experimentation. Table 1.1 shows the three main

areas of weld analysis and lists whether experimentation or modelling is more cost effective.

Please note that although it is generally more cost effective to do an experimental analysis

for finding microstructural changes in welding, computational models have still been used

effectively to solve real problems as will be shown in the literature review.

Computational modelling is most useful in terms of stress analysis since to determine

stresses experimentally is complicated and costly. Problems in which development cost is

high with a very small production volume to offset it are well suited to modelling. There are

cases when it is virtually impossible to develop a welding procedure experimentally, for

complex structures for example, or for large scale projects such as ship building. These

structures require trial and error welding based on engineers' experience and may often

result in the need for rework; in fact, Castener (1996) claims this can potentially cost as

much as 5% of the total fabrication expense. This is a very significant amount of money

which could be reduced by computationalweld modelling.

'i,l

¡
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Experimental / Modelling
Modelling

Stress & Distortion
Simple Structure
Complex Structure

ExperimentalMicrostructure

Experimental / ModellingWefd Bead IHAZ

Most Expedient Means of AnalYsis

Table 1.1 Most cost effective means of weld analysis

Assuming that there is hardware and software available for computational modelling, the

cost of modelling consists of time to set up the model and time to solve the model. The

solution time may be an insignificant cost if the result is not required immediately because

the model can be set to solve after hours when the computer would othen¡rise be dormant.

Welding experimentation on the other hand, generally requires human input for the duration

of the experimentation period. Having a computer model of the welded component is useful

in the development phase of product design: it is relatively quick to make modifications to the

model as the product is developed and modifìed. lf the designer were dependant on

experimentation, a complete new set of experiments may be required for each change to the

product. A similar argument applies to developing new welding processes such as the dual

arc welding process of Murthy ef a/. (1994) in which there are many parameters to be

modified and optimised.

There are many researchers who have done a great deal of work in developing regression

formulae for weld analysis, however these are always limited in their applicability to the

specific range of conditions for which the equations were generated. For example Chandel

(1988) derived a set of regression equations for GMAW. These equations calculated the

weld fusion and reinforcement dimensions, for a range of voltage, current, welding speed,

"stick out" and electrode diameter. The limitations are that the equations are only valid for

the four gas types tested, for the specific plate and electrode material, for the given plate

thickness of 19 mm, for the given joint preparation namely bead on plate, welding process

and welding angle, number of passes and preheat. lf the complete range of possibilities

were to be included in the analysis it would be an impossible task. ln addition, many more

features may be desired than the fusion and reinforcement dimensions such as temperature

profiles at various locations and the resulting microstructure and stresses. This again would

be impossible with a regression analysis yet the flexibility of a computer model allows these

specifics to be accounted for.

5
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1.3 THE PHYSICAL WELDING PROCESS

It is essential to have an understanding of the physical processes occurring during GMAW

so that models can be developed which simulate reality. Knowing what impact the physical

processes have on the weld pool can indicate which aspects are important to incorporate

into the model.

1.3.1 GAS METAL ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT

A representation of the equipment used in GMAW based on Lancaster (1992) is given in

Figure 1.2 (a). Figure 1.2 (b) shows the welding torch and arc. A potential difference is

established between the weld piece and the welding wire. This induces the arci a flow of

current which jumps across the gap by ionising the gas. The gas flows from between the

contact tube and the shield and has a second effect of shielding the weld piece from

oxidising with the surrounding air. The contact tube is the point at which electric current is

passed into the welding wire and it becomes part of the welding circuit. Hence, the "stick

out" is the only part of the wire influenced by resistive heating. The welding controller can

convert the power input into direct current with positive or negative electrode, or a pulsed

current can be generated for use in the welding circuit. The rate of wire feed is automatically

controlled to maintain the prescribed voltage.

Gas

Gas cylinder

Contact
tube

3 Phase
Power

Torch cable

Welding torch

Weld piece

Stick out

Contact tube
to work piecez

Shield
(x-section)

Gas flow
Wire

Arc

Earth Welding cable

Control cable Remote Control

(a)

Figure 1.2 (a) Gas metal arc welding equipment (b) Welding torch and arc.

(b)
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1.3.2 METAL TRANSFER

The melting of the electrode wire and subsequent flow of molten material from the electrode

tip to the work piece is termed metal transfer. Depending on the welding conditions, different

modes of metal transfer are observed in GMAW. The lnternational lnstitute of Welding (llW)

designates two types of transfer for GMAW, namely bridging transfer and free flight transfer.

These transfer modes together with their subclasses are summarised in Figure 1'3.

Metal Transfer

Free Flight

Spray

Bridging Globular Projected Streaming Rotatin g

ll
o

Figure 1.3 Metal transfer modes for GMAW with argon rich gas

ln bridging transfer, the molten droplet at the end of the electrode wire does not detach but is

fed into contact with the molten pool surface. Electromagnetic and surface tension forces

then cause the droplet to detach. ln free flight transfer the droplet detaches before contact is

made with the pool surface. Various modes of free flight transfer can be observed,

depending predominantly on the current. At low current, elongated droplets which are

slightly larger than the wire diameter form. They fall under their own weight into the pool at a

rate of up to about 10 drops per second. This is termed globular transfer. At higher currents

and electromagnetic intensity, the droplets reduce in size and no longer fall under their own

weight, but are projected across the arc. This is the first subclass of spray transfer and is

characterised by a pronounced increase in droplet frequency and a decrease in droplet size.

Lesnewich (1958) reported the change to occur at about 260 A with droplet frequency

changing from about 1s/second lo 24Olsecond for Argon gas and 1.6 mm mild steel

electrode wire. lt is indicated that for the same weld with 1.2 mm diameter wire the transition

would occur at about 200 A. Lesnewich also showed that there is a marked drop in the

U
o
o
o
o
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volume of the droplets at transition. Projected transfer changes to streaming transfer at still

higher currents where the electrode wire becomes tapered with essentially a continuous

stream of metal flowing from the end of the taper. Streaming transfer has an affect on the

resulting weld pool and fusion profile. Essers & Walter (1981) deemed streaming transfer

was accountable for what is known as finger penetration which becomes apparent in GMAW

at higher currents. This term describes the shape of the weld pool whereby the usual

semicircular weld pool has a finger of molten material penetrating to a deeper level. This is

shown in the weld pools in Figure 1.3. At extremely high currents the metal transfer mode

changes again as electromagnetic effects cause the stream to rotate.

The type of gas can have a significant influence on the mode of transfer. Rhee & Kannatey-

Asibu (1991 ) showed that for either helium or carbon dioxide shielding gas the transfer mode

remains globular despite increases in current.

The mode of transfer can be controlled by using a pulsed power source. A base current

heats and melts the electrode wire forming a drop. A pulse of high current elongates the

drop and causes it to detach from the electrode with an acceleration towards the weld pool.

ln some cases the base current may be very low, or even zero so some or all of the melting

of the droplet may be done by the pulse current. Pulsed GMAW has the advantages of

reduced spatter loss and improved productivity (lower heat input for the same burn off rate),

maintaining projected transfer and avoiding globular transfer at low currents. ln addition,

pulsed welding gives greater control over penetration and so it can be used for joining thin

plates or tubes where high precision is needed.

1.3.3 INTERAGTION OF PHYSIGAL PROCESSES

There are many physical processes which interact during GMAW to generate the final

resulting temperature field in the work piece. ln order to develop meaningful models, it is

first necessary to know what physical processes are actually occurring. These are

summarised in Figure 1.4 and outlined below.

Once the arc is struck there are several processes which begin. The electrode wire is

heated by its resistance to the flow of current in the wire between the contact tube and the

arc. The shielding gas ionises and becomes a very hot plasma. The ionisation temperature

depends on the gas type and according to Lancaster (1980) is about 10,000 to 15,000 K for

Argon gas. Hsu ef a/. (1983) experimentally determined the arc temperature for GTA

welding with Argon gas to be about 20,000 K near the cathode and range between 14,000

8
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S) Linearising the problem - by considering the material properties as constant a linear

mathematical model results which can be analytically solved for simple weld shapes and

boundary conditions.

The development of welding models began at the base of the above list in the late 1930s.

Now, sixty years on, complex flow models incorporating most of the physical processes are

being built and used.

1.4.1 CONDUCTION THERMAL MODELS

As stated above, these models do not incorporate the flow of the molten pool and the

associated driving forces. The weld piece is considered totally solid with internal heat

transfer governed purely by conduction; the arc is represented as a moving heat source.

This will be referred to as conduction based modelling. The theory of moving heat sources

appears to have been developed by Wilson (1904) but was not applied to welding thermal

analyses until the 1 930s by Rosenthal. (Rosenthal (1 941 ) references his initial work back to

1 e35).

The time dependant equation for conduction in an isotropic material with a moving heat

source is given by Equation 1.1

oc dT 
=' p dt

ar \

-t
âx )

k
d

âx
+

d

ây
t är I * o

âz )
(1.1)

s

ln this equation, f is the temperature at any (x,y,z) location, f is time, p is the material

density, Co is the specific heat of the material at constant pressute, k is the material's

thermal conductivity, and qn is the heat generated per unit volume. The boundary conditions

consist of radiative and convective heat losses and the moving heat source represents the

weld heat input. The initial condition is the temperature of the material before the weld heat

source is applied.

1.4.1.1 Modelling Developments

The original work by Rosenthal was based on analytically solving Equation 1.1 for a simple

point or instantaneous line heat source. To achieve this, the following simplifications were

made:
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1) The material properties were constant rather than temperature dependant. This means

that some form of average material property for the range of temperatures must be found.

This can amount to a significant approximation since the latent heat of phase changes will

not be captured; also, the effective conductivity changes considerably once the material

exceeds the melting temperature and this cannot be accounted for.

2) The equation was made independent of the time variable. This was done by considering

the heat source as stationary with the plate moving below. So, cold material passes below

the arc, is heated and then the heat diffuses. lf the plate is infinitely long then an effective

steady state condition results, referred to in literature as quasi-steady-state (QSS), where at

any coordinate relative to the heat source the temperature does not change. lt is not steady

state in the true sense of the word because relative to the plate, the temperature at a
particular point does in fact change. lf v is the velocity of the arc then the velocity of the

plate below a stationary arc is -v. Hence ðxfât = -v and this can be rearranged and

substituted into Equation 1.1 to get rid of the ät term. Figure 1.5 shows this arrangement.

ln addition, this second simplification requires that the velocity and the heat source remain

constant.

3) The heat source is a simple point. This causes large errors close to the heat source

where the temperature tends to infinity, but is an adequate approximation some distance

from the arc.

4) The plate is semi-infinite with the heat source on a flat surface, neglecting any

boundaries. This means that the weld bead reinforcement is not modelled and the radiative

and convective heat losses are neglected.

With the above mentioned simplifications 1) and 2), Equation 1.1 becomes

-vpc,*=/.[ #.#.#) (1.2)

and including simplifications 3) and 4) the solution to Equation 1.2 was found by Rosenthal

to be:

, -T^= ,9=exp-ve-loeg+a) (''')
o 47TkR
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Where I¿ is the initial temperature and Iis the temperature at a point R = ¡f +f +/)'/t trom

the arc heat source Q. The arc heat source Q = 4/V where /V is the welding current times

the voltage which gives the welding power and q is the arc efficiency of the welding process.

Here ( = Xo-vt, where xo is the distance on the x-axis from the source al t=0. This solution for

the thermal field gave the first predictions for pool dimensions and cooling times.

Stationary Arc

Plate coordinates
moving with
the plate at
velocity -v

Figure 1.5 Rosenthal's QSS model

Moore ef a/. (1985) investigated the significance of the various simplifications on predicted

cooling times. lt was found that constant thermal conductivity, lack of latent heat, and not

modelling the weld reinforcement had the most negative effect on the predicted Ts75 vâlues

(Ts75 is a measure of the cooling rate and is the time it takes for the material to cool from

800"C to 500'C). lnterestingly the heat source distribution did not have a significant effect

on the cooling rate, however, it is clear that it does have a significant effect on the predicted

temperature distribution close to the heat source, and therefore on predicted fusion zone

shapes.

An obvious limitation of the above solution (Equation 1.3) is that few welding processes

approximate to welding onto a plate of infinite thickness. When a plate has a finite

thickness, the temperature will be somewhat higher below the arc because there is less

material to conduct heat away. To model this effect, Rosenthal (1941), using the principle of

superposition, introduced a series of fictitious heat sources to simulate a plate of finite

thickness.

z

t
o

Ë = x-vt
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Over the following 30 years, modelling of welding revolved around application of the

Rosenthal solution. Ohji (1994) presents some of the significant applications over that

period such as Wells'(1952) equation relating the heat input to the weld bead width, and

Christensen et al.'s (1965) cooling rate expression and calculations of fusion cross sectional

area. With the development of computer technology and software in the 1970s, finite

difference (FD) and finite element analysis (FEA) were established and employed to provide

a new method of overcoming some of the short comings of the analytical methods. It should

be noted that the appeal of the simplicity and instantaneous solution time for analytical

models means that they are often still used in commercial software, and research work. For

example the work of Kasuya ef a/. (1993) who used a complex distribution of point sources

which were arbitrarily placed to match the results to experiment. Even more recently, Jeong

& Cho (1997) used analytical methods quite successfully on a fillet weld by mapping the

temperature distribution from a flat plate, using an energy equation. Other researchers such

as Kumar et a/. (1992) have investigated the idea of combining numerical and analytical

methods in a single model, in an attempt to get the best of both worlds.

Early numerical work centred around FD analysis with work by Westby (1968), Pavelic

(1969), Paley & Hibbert (1975). FEA gradually replaced FD and is almost exclusively used

now due to its greater flexibility in dealing with variable part geometry. The first researchers

using FE models were Hibbitt & Marcal (1973), Friedman (1975), Krutz & Segerlind (1978),

Andersson (1978).

Most early numerical modelling work was done in two dimensions due to limitations of

computer capabilities. This 2D approximation is based on a proposal by Friedman (1975)

that if the arc is travelling at a reasonable speed, the amount of heat conducted parallel to

the direction of the arc's travel will be negligible compared to that conducted perpendicular to

the arc's travel. As a result, the analysis can be constrained lo a 2 dimensional plane as

shown in Figure 1.6. As the heat source passes through the plane, it adds heat which

diffuses only within the plane as time progresses. The plate is considered to be in a QSS so

that the temperature at any other plane in the plate is simply a time displacement of the

analysed plane. The time displacement is Áf=f-lx/v and /x is the distance (in the positive x

direction) of the plane of interest from the analysed plane, and y is the velocity of the arc.

This work allowed inclusion of radiative and convective sudace heat losses, temperature

dependent material properties, complex heat source distributions, non infinite weld width and

depth with the option of complex surface shapes - such as including the bead reinforcement.
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Andersson (1978) worked with 2D transient models and showed the approximation was

acceptable except at low welding speeds. He used a varied specific heat to account for

latent heat and included the weld bead in the mesh.

z

Plate

Heat source

Radiation and
convection

Graded mesh
(Analysed section)

Symmetry

Figure 1.6 Friedman's Two DimensionalTransient FE Model

Three dimensional models became common in the 1980s as computer technology enabled

more rapid solution of the discretised equations. A few of the earliest three dimensional

modellers were: Kou & Le (1983) with a QSS model of GTAW using finite difference

analysis; Goldak ef a/. (1986) produced a transient model of the root pass of a girth weld

and found the solution to be about 50 times more time consuming than the 2D model;

Goldak ef a/. (September 1986) suggests a 3D transient mesh butwhich becomes 2D ata
distance from the heat source where the gradient in the direction of arc travel is minimal;

Tekriwal & Mazumder (1986) also generated one of the first 3D transient models, in this

case of a V-joint weld; Mangonon ef a/. (1986) produced a three dimensional transient

model for submerged arc welding; Na & Lee (1987) produced a 3D transient model for

GTAW and reduced solution times by having a moving solution sub-domain.

The three dimensional models, although considerably more time consuming than 2D are

clearly more realistic and provide good approximation of cross sectional fusion zone and

heat affected zone for all welding speeds. Now in the gOs the computer potential for 3D

v
x

Pool

I

----7

Travelling Arc

v
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models is clear and there are a myriad of researchers using them. Many of these will be

addressed in the following sections corresponding to the application of the 3D models.

1 .4.1 .2 Heat Sou rce Developments

We have currently been discussing the development of conduction based modelling. A
limitation of this kind of model is the fact that the flow of molten material within the weld pool

is not calculated, even though it signifìcantly affects the pool shape and heat distribution.

The recognition of this has resulted in different techniques to compensate for the absence of
fluid flow in the molten weld pool. This is achieved within the distribution of the heat source

and by enhancing thermal conductivity.

As discussed above, the earliest models by Rosenthal treat the heat source as a point or line

source, which is an obvious physical error since the heat applied to the weld piece is spread

over an area below the arc. This caused problems with the temperature tending to infinity at
the heat source location, and a lack of accuracy close to the heat source. pavelic ef a/.

(1969) were the first to propose a spatially distributed heat source, suggesting a Gaussian

form of distribution. This is defined in Equation 1.4:

q(r)= Çoexp(-"")
(1.4)

where q(r) is the heat flux at a radius, r from the source centre, q¿ is the maximum heat flux
and C is an adjustable parameter which defines the spread of the heat source. The

Gaussian form has experimental backing for a flat surface and is discussed in more detail in
Section 3.2. Friedman (1975) applied Pavelic's Gaussian distribution to FEA producing

results which were far better than Rosenthal's in the near weld region.

Eagar & Tsai (1983) used the same modelling assumptions as Rosenthal but used a

Gaussian distribution. They showed a signiflcant improvement to "near weld" solutions and

also showed that the solutions tend to Rosenthal's in the "far weld". Goldak (1gBS) suggests

that this "far weld" region would be areas where the temperature does not exceed 20% of
the melting point.

Heat applied to the weld pool is not only distributed spatially on the surface, but also

distributed within the pool volume by convective flow. Westby (1968) was first to apply a
heat distributed within a volume, for a finite difference model while Paley & Hibbert (1g7S)
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first included a volumetr¡c heat source for FEA. These volumetric distributions were

relatively arbitrary. Goldak ef a/. (1985) proposed a more defined distribution of heat within

a volume by assuming the heat is maximum at the centre directly below the arc and decays

in a Gaussian manner as the distance from the arc increases. This includes a decay in the

depth of the material which is in contrast to Pavelic's heat source which is entirely

constrained to the surface. The result is a distribution of heat flux in the shape of a semi-

ellipsoid. Applying this source and checking against experimental results, Goldak found it

necessary to define a different intensity and spread of heat flux in the leading and trailing

halves of the heat source. This meant effectively the combination of two half semi-ellipsoids

and hence it was named the Double Ellipsoidal heat source. lt is shown in Figure 1.7 and

mathematically discussed in Section 3.3. The heat source contains 6 tunable parameters

which are used to tune the calculated thermal fìeld to experimental results. Goldak

demonstrated improved results using the double ellipsoidal heat source when compared with

a surface Gaussian Heat source. This heat source has had a very significant impact on

thermal modelling of welding and has been used extensively.

Arc Centre Line Direction of travel

Weld plate

Rear 112

semi-ellipsoid

Front 1 12 semi-ellipsoid

Figure 1.7 Goldak's Double Ellipsoidal Heat Source.

Goldak ef a/.'s 1985 work included an isotropic enhancement of about 4 times for the thermal

conductivity of any material exceeding the melting point to account for increased conductivity

in the liquid phase. Mahin ef a/. (1986) introduced the idea of anisotropically enhancing the

thermal conductivity so as to produce either wider or deeper weld pool profiles. While the

idea has good merit in reflecting the dominant flow pattern the enhancement was not

z

v

X
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matched to flow, but proposed as an arbitrary means to match the model to experimental

fusion profiles. Enhancement of the range of 5 to 10 times were examined.

1.4.1.3 Gas Metal Arc Welding Heat Source Models
The above heat sources were developed with GTAW in mind or without distinguishing the

welding process other than by modifying the tunable parameters of the heat source. The

fact that flow within the molten weld pool was shown to be significant was particularly

emphasised in the modelling of GMAW. The models were unable to account for pool profiles

observed in GMAW where it is now apparent that the impacting droplets in streaming

transfer dominate the flow in the pool and result in finger penetration as discussed in Section

1.3.2. Literature reveals two approaches to incorporate this effect in conduction model heat

sources so as to distinguish them from a GTAW heat source definition These are:

(1) to split the total applied heat into a component applied by the arc and a component

applied by the molten droplet;

(2) to anisotropically enhance the thermal conductivity to reflect the transfer of heat from the

dominant flow pattern.

Articles which have heat sources developed specifìcally for GMAW will now be summarised

in chronological order. More specific details of some of them will be given in Chapter 3 on

heat sources. Allum & Quintino (1985) proposed a split heat source model with two point

sources for the arc and droplet as shown in Figure 1.8. This source was qualitatively

proposed but has not actually been applied to weld modelling.

id metal
Arc

Plate

Reinforcement mass

Plate fusion

q (droplet)

Droplets enter the weld pool,
displacing liquid (and heat) to
the reinforcement reg ion

Effective point source heat
positions

q (arc)

Figure 1.8 Allum & Quintino's (1985) Proposed Split Heat Source.
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Tekriwal & Mazumder (1986 & 1988) modelled GMAW in a V-joint and added the droplet

heat by incrementally adding a wedge of material at the droplet temperature into the groove.

The remaining heat was attributed to the arc and was added as a surface Gaussian. Tsao &

Wu (1988) also used a surface Gaussian to represent the arc, but the droplet heat content

was added as a volumetric source distributed within the weld pool around the axis of the

droplet stream. The heat was diffused in a Gaussian manner radially into the weld pool from
this axis, effectively resulting in a cylindrical volumetric source. The depth of this cylinder
was not specified. lt should be noted that Tsao & Wu's work was in fact for a model which
included convective flow and so it will be discussed in more detail in Section 1 .4.3. pardo &

Weckman (May 1989) used a Gaussian surface heat source and achieved finger penetration

by enhancing the thermal conductivity in the direction of the depth of the pool. The peak

value was immediately below the arc and diminished with depth - it was also made to

increase with increasing current. Pardo & Weckman (December 198g) used two surface

Gaussian sources one for the droplet and one for the arc heat. ln addition, thermal

conductivity was enhanced in the depth and width of the pool by peak values of 1 1 and 4

respectively, decreasing with distance from the arc centre. Ortega ef a/. (1992) used a

Gaussian surface flux with the heat content of the droplets added to the model in terms of
the heat content of the deposited weld bead. Hong ef a/. (1993) and Dilthey et al. (1993)

both used isotropically enhanced thermal conductivity in conjunction with separate surface

Gaussian fluxes for the arc and the droplets. Liew, Wahab & Painter (19g3) used a split

heat source, having the arc represented by a shallow double ellipsoid and the droplet by a

spherical volume source applied in the weld pool at a depth proportional to current. ln the

same paper a modifìed double ellipsoidal heat source was also trialed in which an inner
portion of the distribution was made uniform to reflect the concentration of heat due to the

droplet. This second approach did not show significant variation from the standard double

ellipsoidal heat and as a result has not been pursued further. Results from this thesis have

been published by the author in a paper, Smailes ef a/. (1995), extending Painter's work
(1993) on the split heat source and applying it to V-joint welds. Kumar & Bhaduri (1994 &

1995) used a split heatsourcewith a surface Gaussian distribution to representthe arc, and

a cylindrical volume source below the arc to represent the droplet. The cylinder reached

from the pool surface to a depth estimated from Lancaster's (1984) energy balance which

equates the kinetic energy of the impacting droplet to the energy required to create a cavity

in the weld pool. Barberis & Rebora (1996) used Tekriwal & Mazumder's (1986 & 19BB)

approach mentioned above but with the Gaussian heat source replaced by a uniformly

distributed ellipsoidally shaped volumetric heat source.
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It is clear that there are a significant number of models attempting to come to terms with the

topic of this thesis, namely the modelling of GMAW. The potential value of each proposed

heat source will be critically discussed in Chapter 3 which deals with heat source definitions.

The discussion on the development of heat sources shows that the accuracy of "near weld"

thermal fields depends on the chosen heat source definition. This heat source definition

must reflect physical features of the welding process such as the penetration characteristics

for GMAW and surface heating for GTAW. The heat source will need to include features to

compensate for weld pool flow.

1.4.2 GONVECTION MODELS

Convection models are those in which the flow within the weld pool and the driving forces for

the flow and pool distortion are included. These models are not the focus of this thesis

however they provide a useful insight into the dominant forces and flows and hence assist in

defining conduction based heat sources. The time taken to solve these types of models is of

the order of days to weeks and so their major attraction is that much of the information

gained from them cannot be experimentally determined. At best the weld pool surface flow

can be measured, but this is also diffìcult because any tracers used to visualise the flow can

signifìcantly affect the surface tension and resulting flow. Thus to develop further

understanding of flow, numerical models need to be applied. There is an obvious difficulty in

verifying the models except by showing the change in weld pool shape that can be predicted.

lnitially convection models focused exclusively on GTA welding and this led to identification

of the forces driving the weld pool flow listed below. The most significant outcome of

convection based analysis to this work on GMAW is understanding of the additional force of

the momentum of the impinging molten droplets and recognising it as the dominant force.

This has assisted in developing heat source types which replicate the distribution of heat that

the impingement of the droplets cause.

Literature'reveals four driving forces for convective flow in GTAW:

1) Electromagnetic force (EMF) - as the current flows through the arc and into the pool and

weld piece, it diverges and reacts with its own self induced magnetic field to generate the

Lorentz force. This acts towards the centre line of the electric field.

2) Buoyancy force - caused by temperature gradients in the pool which induce variations in

density of the molten material.
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3) Surface Tension - variation in temperature, or the presence of impurities, cause a

variation in surface tension over the pool surface, inducing Marangoni forces and pool

flow.

4) Plasma drag and pressure - acting on the weld pool surface, it produces both a

"downwards" force and radial surface shear.

Then for GMAW there is the additional force of:

5) Droplet impact - transferring kinetic and thermal energy and releasing its surface energy.

1.4.2.1 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding Convect¡on Models

Early convection models looked at the effect of weld pool stirring, with Shercliff (1970) and

Sozou (1971) analytically modelling stirring of a semi-infinite fluid by a magnetic point

source. Sozou & Pickering (1976) and Andrews & Craine (1978) confined this analysis to

flow within a hemispherical pool to more closely reflect the welding process. Dilawari ef a/.

(1977) applied the electromagnetic flow analysis to a cylindrical region representing

electroslag welding and used a finite difference method. Atthey (1980) also used a non

linear numerical model for flow induced by the magnetic field; then in 1983, Oreper, Szekely

& Eagar added surface tension and buoyancy forces to the electromagnetic analysis. These

models showed that convective flow was the dominant means of heat transfer in the weld

pool, that the surface tension had a significant effect on the flow pattern and that the

electromagnetic force and heat distribution had a lesser effect.

Zacharia has been quite active in developing flow models for GTA welding; ln October 1989

Zacharia et al. had a paper published describing a three dimensional transient model which

included coupling with the arc via a free surface. Zacl'taria et al. (1989) used a convection

model of stationary GTA welding to show how the action of surface active elements on the

weld pool can reverse the direction of pool flow and signifìcantly affect the resulting pool

profile. Zacharia et al. (1991 & 1992) used a two dimensional, axisymmetric, transient

convection based thermal model to investigate the effects of evaporation and surface

temperature. They showed that the surface temperature for GTAW was about 2850 K with

evaporation included and 3080 K without it. The peak temperature was shown to increase

with power density and predictions were in good agreement with experimental

measurements. The research was continued (1995) with an improvement to the model, by

making all of the material properties temperature dependant.
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Matsunawa (1992) included all four forces for GTAW and achieved models which showed
good agreement with experimental results. They quantitatively compared the effect of the
four forces and found the surface tension to be the most significant force in short arc welding
and surface shear to be the most significant in long arc. He did not, however, include the
deformation of the pool surface and acknowledged that the interaction between arc, pool and
the surface deformation is an area which needs to be addressed.

1.4.2.2 Gas Metal Arc Welding Gonvection Models
Literature discussing convective modelling of GMAW is limited. Tsao & Wu (19gg) were first
to produce a convective model of GMAW. They included electromagnetic, buoyancy and
surface tension forces. The effect of the inertia of the incoming droplets was not modelled,
but accounted for by manually distributing the droplet heat in the volume of the weld pool.
Heat was applied as a Gaussian surface and a cylindrical volume within the pool around the
axis of the incoming droplets. Using this model Tsao & Wu were able to predict finger
penetration and their results agreed well with experimental results.

Kim & Na (1991 & 1994) produced a convection model to predict bead shape, velocity field
and temperature field in GMA weld pool. They included buoyancy, electromagnetic and
surface tension forces. They demonstrated that the deformation of the surface of the pool is
significant in convection models and that convective flow models were able to predict finger
penetration. Kim & Na (1995) added the droplet impact forces to the calculation and the
predicted shape of the beads and penetration were very accurate. lt was concluded that the
dominant forces were the electromagnetic stirring and droplet impact.

Davies (1995) modelled convective GMAW and quantitatively compared the relative
magnitude of the driving forces. lt was demonstrated that for spray transfer, the droplet
impact is the dominant force, followed by the electromagnetic force, with surface tension
driven forces becoming insignificant beyond an arc current of 150A.

After a review of current heat flow models, Bhole & Adil (1990) believed the way forward in
floW modelling was to use a simplified flow model. They suggested using an approximated
hemispherical flow model for which an analytical solution had been obtained by Sozou &
Pickering (1976) and Andrews & Craine (1978). The quick analytical results could then be
superimposed onto a FE model as a fixed boundary condition.
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1.4.2.3 Free Surface

Literature shows that the deformation of the weld pool surface has a signifìcant effect on the
distribution of heat on the weld surface, on the flow within the weld pool and on the
penetration of the weld. Two examples are: Rokhlin ef a/. (1993) who showed that for
GTAW, pool depression has a strong effect on weld penetration and that they were linearly
related; and Choo ef a/. (1990) who modelled the flow within a weld pool and showed that it
is important to include the deformed surface, partly due to the deformation causing a
redistribution of the heat input (see Section 3.2.1) and partly due to the physical constraint of
the deformed surface affecting the internalflow.

There are seven factors shown to affect the deformation of the weld pool surface

1) Hydrostatic force due to gravity & buoyancy.

2) Surface tension.

3) Arc plasma pressure.

4) Electromagnetic pressure.

5) Surface shear.

6) Hydrodynamic force due to lnertia of fluid flow within the pool

7) Droplet impact.

The first two factors resist the deformation of the pool while the remainder act to increase the
deformation in GMAW.

No model has been observed that incorporates all of the above forces and the early models

were very simple. Friedman (1978) predicted the deformation of a pool surface for GTAW
using FE computer modelling. Hydrostatic and plasma pressure forces were considered and

it was shown that the surface deformation significantly affects the penetration characteristics.

Lin & Eagar (1985) equated the gravity and arc pressure with the surface tension and

neglected the other forces. They demonstrated that the arc pressure was by no means
strong enough to account for the level of deformation observed. A vortex flow of 10-30

revolutions per second around the arc axis was proposed to explain the deformation by a
whirlpooling effect. This has not been pursued further by other researches, presumably

because more recent work has demonstrated that this is not the dominant flow pattern.
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ln line with Lin & Eagar's work, Rokhiln et al. (1993) measured the arc force for GTAW to be

only about 20% of the force required to counter the surface tension and metallostatic head

forces for a given pool deformation. Also, the surface tension force is of the order of 8 times
greater than the gravity. Rokhlin et al. suggested that the under prediction of the

deformation may be overcome by including electromagnetic forces. Lancaster (1986)

showed that electromagnetic force made some impact on the pool depression using

experiments on a gallium pool. Choo ef a/. (1990) estimate that depending on the current,

the surface shear may be of the same order of magnitude as the surface tension force.

Hence this could be a very significant factor which has generally been neglected in surface
deformation calculations.

Tsai & Kou (1989) showed that in the absence of other surface deforming forces, flow in the
pool causes significant surface movement. Lee & Na (1997) on the other hand claimed that
the internal flow would cause negligible effect on the pool depression. They produced a
model of flow in a stationary GTAW and had the arc coupled to the pool sufface and flow
calculations. The calculation of the deformed pool surface only considered the arc pressure

balanced by the gravitational force. They also investigated the effect of different electrode

bevel angle on arc pressure and shear stress. Changing the bevel angle from 30" to 90",

reduces the surface shear stress by almost 50%. There is also a corresponding drop in
peak arc pressure of 30%.

Thework by Kim & Na (1991) & (1994) discussed in the previous section, demonstrated the

significance of the deformation of the pool surface since it deforms the flow patterns in the
pool.

1.4.3 STRESS, STRAIN AND TRANSFORMATION MODELS
ln many cases interest in the thermal models is due to its application in predicting stress,

strain and microstructural changes. To put the thermal analysis in the picture, a brief review

will be made of how the thermal data has been applied beyond interest purely in temperature

and fusion zone predictions.

Figure 1.1 showed how temperature, stress and microstructural changes were related, but

as noted previously, there is a minor feed back opposing each of the arrows in the figure.

Karlsson ef a/. (1991) used residual stress calculations with and withoutthe residual stress
feed back to show that the stress coupling has less than 1% influence on the thermal

calculations. ln terms of the microstructural coupling, the most significant effect is accounted
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for by making the material properties temperature dependant in the thermal analysis so that

they reflect the primary phase of the material.

Figure 1.1 is reflected in Figure 1.9, the flow chart used by Das ef a/. (1994) who have

produced a comprehensive CWM model. They used ABAQUS in conjunction with user

defined subroutines to calculate thermal history, microstructural transformations and residual

stress using material deposition and heat flux as input.

KEY

Modules

User Defined
Subroutines

Data Set

Figure 1.9 Computational Weld Mechanics model developed by Das et al. (1994).

Ueda ef a/. (1995) give a good summary of the establishment of CWM in Japan from the

40s to the 90s.

1 .4.3.1 M icrostructu re
A sample of papers are discussed to illustrate that results can be extracted from the thermal

models to use for microstructural analysis input:

It would appear from the literature that researchers who played a significant role in the

development of models to predict microstructural changes in steels from thermal histories

are Ashby & Easterling (1982) and Bhadeshia, commencing in the early 1980s. Easterling.

(1989) gives a review of main areas of research in modelling microstructural changes,

namely calculating: the heat affected zone propedies, pre and post heat treatment effects,

multi-pass welding. The need for good welding thermal cycles to use as input is

emphasised.
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Models for microstructural changes in the HAZ: Watt eú a/. (1988) combined results from a
FE heat transfer model with algorithms for the decomposition of Austenite to predict the heat

affected zone microstructure. Tekriwal ef a/. (1987) used the predicted cooling rates from a

three dimensional conduction QSS model to qualitatively predict dendrite arm spacings in

different parts of the molten pool. Pardo, Villafuerte & Kerr (1989) used a finite element

model to predict wether the grain structure in GTA welds is likely to be columnar or

equiaxed. They produced a finite element model from which they extracted the two key

parameters for their microstructural analysis, namely the weld pool temperature gradient and

the solidification velocity. Shah ef a/. (1995) again demonstrated that the thermal cycle can

be used as input to model grain growth and phase transformation in the HAZ. They use a
modified Rosenthal equation forthe thermal calculation. Goldak ef a/. (1995) used thermal

results from QSS models to predict microstructural changes. Mundra ef a/. (1997) calculate

the microstructure of the deposited weld metal using calculated thermal response of a

convection based finite element model. A time-temperature-transformation (l-m) diagram is

coupled to the cooling curves of the weld metal to find the continuous cooling transformation

(CCT) behaviour. The calculated volume fractions of the different phases is compared to

experimental with good correlation - slightly better than a similar conduction based model.

Applying microstructural analysis to multi-pass welding: Clark (1985) modelled the

microstructural changes in multi-pass manual metal arc welds producing semi-quantitative

information. Reed & Bhadshia (1989 & 1994) used thermal model of a 69 pass weld to
investigate the possibility of producing a weld which has uniform high strength within the

deposited material. The aim was to reduce the volume fraction of unreaustenitised material

to give uniform properties in the deposited material. They used the thermal analysis to
propose a means to ensure each new bead deposited will reaustenitise almost all of
deposited material adjacent to it.

No papers were isolated which dealt with finite element modelling of microstructure for pre

and post heat treatment.

1.4.3.2 Residual Stress & Distortion Galculations
Goldak (1989) carried out an overview of modelling thermal stress and distortion in welds.

He summarised that between the early and late eighties, modelling of residual stress shifted

from "cross-sectional two dimensional plane strain and axisymmetric models to modets of

longer welds using plane stress, shell and three dimensional elements". Apart from near the

weld, these newer models give good predictions of residual stress and distortion. The
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inclusion of phase transformation effects and transformation plasticity, and microstructural

changes are needed to improve near weld stress calculations.

Goldak & Oddy et al. (1986) showed the assumption of plane strain used by many

researchers to be invalid. Similarly, McDill ef a/. (1992) compared 2D and 3D residual

stress calculations and show that close to the weld in the heat affected zone the 2D

calculation can be considerably in error.

It has been common to include transformation effects in residual stress calculations for some

time now. Transformation volume change was initially included resulting in a limited degree

of success. Lindgren ef a/. (1988) improved on previous residual stress calculations by

including yield strength hysteresis, however, results close to the weld were still significantly

in error. Oddy et al. (1989) went one step further and showed that it is vital that the

transformation plasticity as well as the volume change and yield strength hysteresis be

included. Leaving one or more of these out resulted in longitudinal stress errors of t 300%

at the weld centre line.

Goldak (1991) discusses the coupling of thermal analysis to microstructural evolution and

stress analysis. Bergheau et al. (1991) used SYSWELD to couple thermal analysis and

microstructural changes and then used the output to calculate the residual stresses and

strains. Das ef a/. (1993) used ABAQUS, generating a transient model for the residual

stress for a GMA weld with careful attention to the phase fraction at each time step which

they showed is significant to the calculated residual stress.

Residual stress models have been produced for a variety of welding processes: Tekriwal &
Mazumder have done quite a lot of thermal modelling work and in 1991 successfully applied

it to residual stress calculations for 3D GMAW and GTAW using the finite element code

ABAQUS. Roelens (1995) produced impressive transverse residual stress calculations for

multi-pass welds and good results for longitudinal residual stresses. A large amount of

modelling of residual stress and distortion has been conducted for application in the pipe

industry. To cite just one example, Winters & Mahin (1991) use PASTA 2-D to model

residual stresses in pipes effectively.

Gu ef al. (1994) predicted stress and distortion using QSS thermal input by tr.ansforming the

thermal results back to the time domain. ln this case care must be taken because Oddy ef

al. (1990) showed it is important that the elements for the strain analysis are consistent with

t
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the elements of the thermal analys¡s. lf this is not done, significant errors in near weld region

where change in thermalgradient is very large do result.

Tsai ef al. (1995) have proposed a new method of calculating welding distortion, specifically
for large structures where it is infeasible to do a complete stress and distortion analysis due
to complexity and time constraints. Their method involves assuming that the dominant
contributor to distortion in a weld is the contraction of the weld metal. This is modelled by
applying spring elements to the modelled structure with the spring contraction reflecting the
weld metal contraction. The method has provided promising results in fast times. Bachorski

et al' (1997) have taken up the method too and showed how using the actual fusion line of
the molten metal as the defined shrinkage volume produced extremely accurate distortion
predictions for butt welded plates of different vee preparations.

Practical stress reducing applications of thermal modelling have been observed in the fìeld
of pre or post treatment of fabrications to minimise stress and distorlion. For example,

Michaleris et al. (1997) used a fìnite element analysis to demonstrate how thermal

tensioning can be applied when welding a stiffener on to a plate to minimise welding induced

buckling. A pre-tensioned stress fìeld is induced which opposes that which will be generated

when welding commences. The resulting peak stress is 139 MPa compared to 34S Mpa
acting over a larger area for no pre-tensioning. This is a signifìcant improvement and the
paper illustrates how fìnite element analysis can be used to find the optimum thermal

tensioning conditions.

On a similar vein, Namyama ef a/. (1997) are modelling a dual heating process for post

treating circumferential pipe welds to control the residual stress. A finite element analysis

together with dimensional analysis is used to develop a rule base for the dual heating
process parameters so that the residual stress on the inside surface of the welded pipe can

be reduced to a compressive stress.

1.4.4 WELDING ARC AND METAL TRANSFER

Modelling of the arc and metal transfer is outside the scope of this research, however a
sample of the work done in this area is presented because the arc and metal transfer
interact with thermal modelling in several ways. They determine the material flow rate and
hence the reinforcement added to the welded joint; the heat content and flow rate of the
transferred metal affects the way the heat is applied to the molten weld pool, as does the
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temperature and pressure of the arc; the impact energy of the droplets affect the shape of
the weld pool surface and the convective flow patterns within the weld pool.

1.4.4.1 Metal Transfer

The physical effects which cause the changes in transmission mode are not yet fully

understood, however, work has been done to try to develop models to predict the metal

transfer:

There are two theories which attempt to explain the transfer behaviour, these are the "pinch

instability" theory described by Lancaster (1979) and the "pendant drop" theory proposed by

Greene (1960). Both theories have only "some general agreement with experimental results

and trends", (Battersby 1994). An alternative is to try to develop a complex numerical model

of the arc and electrode to determine the metal transfer behaviour, and some work has been

done in this area. Haidar & Lowke (1996) have produced detailed numerical models to
predict the droplet size and frequency taking into account the Lorentz force, surface tension,

gravity, plasma pressure, drag of the gas flow and inertia with good results. For a simpler

approach, Lowke (1997) produced an analytical model approximating the droplet as a
hemisphere on the end of a solid wire. By calculating the current at which the pinching effect

of the Lorentz force is great enough to distort the hemisphere, good predictions were made

of the change in transfer mode from globular to spray. Bozhenko et al. (1997) have

numerically modelled the melting of an electrode wire with given boundary conditions to
approximate the arc heat to show that the evaporation eflects are very signifìcant, limiting

the droplet temperature to about 2500'C for GMAW with a typical heat input. This is close to

experimentally measured values for the droplet temperature.

There is a considerable amount of research into developing regression equations to describe

the transfer of material to the weld piece. Chandel (1988) developed a regression equation

for melting rate as a function of current, voltage, stick out, and wire diameter for direct

current bead on plate welds . Pilarczyk et al. (1994) also developed regression functions for

wire feed rate as a function of gas type, voltage, current, stick out, angle of inclination of the

welding torch, and welding speed using 1.2 mm diameter wire and direct curient GMAW.

Halmøy (1991) gives an equation relating feed rate to stick-out and current density in the

electrode wire. Lesnewich (1958) derived an equation based on consideration of basic

physical principles which related wire feed rate to a quadratic equation of current. The

equation has been shown to be successful under moderate and high current conditions. lt
was also tested for pulsed welding using the mean current value but did not yield good
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results. Allum (1983) extended Lesnewich's work to make it applicable to a pulsed current of

square wave form by integrating the instantaneous wire feed rate over one pulse cycle.

Richardson ef a/. (1994) took it one step further and derived expressions for an idealised

trapezoidal pulsed wave form having a finite slew rate (Equation 1.5). Slew rate is, the rate

at which the current changes from the base current value to the peak value (ie. dl/dt) or

visa-versa.
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l4l is the wire melting rate, L is the length of electrode wire carrying current, /o is the peak

and /¡ the base current, ú, is the duration for which the current rises to and remains at its

peak value, t¿ is the duration for which the current falls to and remains at its base value, / is

the time averaged current (lptp. lbtb)l(tp+ tø). For GMAW with 1 .2 mm mild steel electrodes,

cr, the arc constantis27 x10-a mA-rs-1 and B, the resistive heat constant is 0.59 x10-4 A-2s-1.

lf the slew rate is infinite, Equation 1.1 reduces to Allum's afore mentioned work for a square

pulse. lf /, and l6 are equal the equation reduces to Lesnewich's original quadratic for a

direct current weld. Richardson found the slew rate to have a signifìcant effect on the

predicted wire feed rate for thin, high resistance electrode wire. For more common wire

such as 1.2 mm mild steel, with modern electronically controlled power sources, the effect of

the slew rate is small; of the order of 5%. lt is also interesting that the effect of the slew rate

is more significant when, for a given mean current, the difference between the peak and

base current is great.

1.4.4.2 Welding Arc

An excellent and comprehensive review of early work done on understanding and modelling

the electric arc in welding is provided by Lancaster (1987). Choo ef a/. (1990) modelled the

arc for GTA welding, taking into account flow and ionisation of the gas, electron flow due to

the current, convection and radiation from the plasma. Evaporative losses from the weld

pool were not included however. The model predicted the temperature distribution in the

arc, as well as the heat flux at the surface of the weld very accurately. Of great interest to

this thesis was the discovery that the Gaussian form of the heat flux at the weld surface

changed dramatically when the weld pool surface was deformed. This effect will be
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discussed in detail in Section 3.2 on Gaussian heat sources. An implication of this work is
that there should be coupling between the arc and the weld models.

Jog et al. (1991) modelled the arc for a GTA weld onto a flat plate. They included heat input

from electron heating and convective heating, but did not account for vapour effects or for

radiation. The predicted heat flux was compared to Gaussian distribution and shown to
agree exceptionally well, with a peak discrepancy of S./".

Balanovskii (1993) attempted to derive predictive equations for thermal ionisation in the

column of the welding arc. The conclusion was that the equations were not sufficienfly

reliable because of the impossibility of taking into account the effect of the presence of

ionisers and deionisers in the actual welding conditions.

Other research in modelling the arc has focussed on the force induced by the arc on the

weld pool surface. This work is especially of interest in the light of the fact that deformation

of the weld pool alters the heat source distribution and as will be discussed in Section 1.4.9 it

also affects the flow within the weld pool. Rokhlin et a/. (1993) have done significant work

on weld pool depression using equations for the arc force which they reference to Halmoy

(1979) and Converti (1981).
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Chapter 2

THE MODELLING APPROACH

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents and justifies the modelling approach taken for this work. To put this in
perspective, a brief summary of the development of GMA weld modelling will be presented
f rom its commencement in about the early 1940s, up to the present day. For details of this
historical background, refer to Section 1.4.

The earliest model can be attributed to Rosenthal who developed a simple analytical model,
using the theory of a moving heat source to represent the arc on a semi infinite solid plate.
This model was applied and enhanced over the following three decades but retained the
limitation of being applicable only to analyses having non temperature dependent material
properties and very simple geometries and boundary conditions. ln the 1970s FD and FE
models became computationally feasible, overcoming these limitations, but being very much
slower in terms of analysis time. To combat this, modellers initially concentrated on 2D
analyses which introduced a new limitation that the solution became erroneous at low

welding speeds. With advances in computer technology, BD models became common in the
1980s and have yielded very good results. Both quasi-steady-state (eSS) and transient
models have been produced throughout the decades, the most significant difference being
that the transient models are very much more time consuming to solve. QSS models are
limited to weld geometries that do not change significantly in the direction of weld travel, and
welds which are long enough that run on and off effects are insignificant. The 1980s also
saw the start of convection based modelling in which the molten weld pool was modelled as

a liquid. These models are extremely complex and time consuming to solve and are not
practical for solving welding thermal analyses, however they have provided invaluable insight
into the processes occurring in the arc and weld pool.

The degree to which the physical processes are included depends on weighing the detail
which is to be obtained from the model against the overall complexity of producing and
solving the model. Figure 2.1 shows a rough guide on solution times versus the level of
detail required from the model for different modelling approaches.
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Figure 2.1 solution time versus accuracy for different model types.

The modelling approach adopted for this research is a conduction based QSS model, based

on the author's opinion that this produces good accuracy in a practical time for industrial

application. ln addition, a focus of this work is the development of new heat source

definitions, and ¡t is sensible to use a relatively rapid three dimensional analysis to test them.

The developed heat sources can still be applied equally well to transient models if the weld

configuration rules out a QSS model from being used. Other benefits of QSS analysis are in
Section 2.2.4.

2.1.1 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Finite element analysis became a useful research tool in the 1970s, being first applied to
welding by Hibbitt & Marcal (1973). lt has provided enormous advances in the modelling of

welding, enabling complex structures governed by very non-linear processes to be modelled.

It is thus the chosen means of analysis for this thesis.

ln the QSS finite element analysis, the governing equation to be solved is,

-vpc p * = *!-(n *). *(r Ð. *(r #) . o,

this is the same as Equation 1.1 but transposed into the quasi-steady-state domain. v is the
velocity of the arc in the x-direction. The boundary conditions are of the form,
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(2.21

where n is the normal vector, h is the convection coefficient, e is the emissivity, S is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67e-14 Wmm2Ka¡ and Io is the ambient temperature. Using

finite element discretisation procedures such as detailed by Zienkiewicz (1977) a global

matrix equation is derived:

KT =F (2.3)

where K is the effective conductivity or global stiffness matrix, i is the vector of unknown

nodal temperatures and F is an effective thermal force vector. This equation is then solved

for the unknown nodal temperatures i.

k# + h(r -r)+ sa(r o -rn)= o
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2.2THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

2.2.1 SOFTWARE

There is a wide range of FEA software available which is suitable for weld design and

analysis. Tsai (1991) reviews the major software packages outlining their capabilíties. Of

the listed packages, seven have an in built capability for analysing welded joints' ABAQUS

would seem to be the most popular of these as it is the most commonly referenced software

observed in the literature. PASTA2D is not listed, but appears regularly in literature (eg'

Winters & Mahin 1g91). lt is especially geared to stress analysis for conduction thermal

analyses and as the name suggests, it is a 2D modelling package. PHOENICS, also,

appears to be quite popular for flow models and uses the finite volume approach (eg. Choo

et at.lgg0). The package "Welder" rates an occasional mention in literature and is outlined

in a paper by Domey et al. (1992). lt was set up especially for convection based thermal

modelling but can also handle forced convection. Finally, SYSWELD appears quite regularly

in literature for welding analysis.

The package available for this work is NISA/3D-FLUID produced by Engineering Mechanics

Research Corporation, Michigan. lt has several desirable features. lt is, of course, capable

of thermal analysis, but also has fluid capabilities so that QSS models can be produced with

material "flowing" below the station ary arc. With body force and electromagnetic capabilities

the software can be used to model as many features of the physical reality as desired' ln

addition, NISA is capable of structural and stress analysis so that the thermal results of the

weld analysis can be applied directly to a model of the complete welded structure. NISA is

not specifically for weld modelling but is a good general purpose FE package. Weld models

developed with this software could be duplicated with many commercial packages.

2.2.2 MESH

A mesh consisting of three dimensional eight noded elements was generated. The mesh is

refined around the weld pool area where the change of thermal gradient is greatest to

maintain accuracy. Figure 2.2 shows a sample mesh for a T-joint weld.

It can be seen that the weld bead is meshed into the model. This is done because it has

been shown by various researchers including Moore et al. (1985) that modelling the

reinforcement can be significant to the predicted results. There could be two reasons for this

significance: (1) the bead material influences the conduction paths, (2) the positioning of the

heat source is related to the weld configuration and bead. This poses the apparent
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contradiction that the bead dimensions must be known so that they can be predicted'

Researchers such as Pardo &weckman (1988), Hong ef a/. (1993), Liew ef a/' (1993) have

assumed a parabolic re¡nforcement profile. They use the calculated weld poolwidth as input

and knowing the bead cross section area from the wire feed and weld speed, the height of

the bead can be found. A new fusion width is then calculated and the process is iterated.

Since the actual profile of the bead is relatively insignificant compared to the cross sectional

area, this iterative process is not carried out in this work, but care is taken to model the

correct bead area. Figure 2.2 shows that the weld bead is meshed onto the full length of the

plate rather than just to the arc location where the material is actually added. The reasoning

behind this is related to the heat source definition and is addressed in Section 3.1.

Weld bead

Arc location

Refined mesh

Figure 2.2 Sample mesh for a T-joint weld

For transient models, elements are required to be added as the bead is deposited or a

method of ,,rebirth" must be employed. Rebirth means that the element's properties are

initially "turned off' which mathematically equates to them not existing' The elements are

then ,,turned on,, as the weld progresses to simulate deposition of the bead. Ortega et al'

(1992) and Barberis ef a/. (1996) used this method'

where welding occurs along a line of symmetry, only half the model is meshed and adiabatic

boundary conditions are applied to the plane of symmetry. Details of specific meshes for

weld confìgurations used in this research are given in chapter 4.
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2.2.3 CONDUCTION BASED MODELLING

ln conduction based models the molten weld pool flow and associated driving forces shown

in Figure 1.4 are not modelled but the transfer of heat within the weld piece is governed

purely by conduction as shown in Figure 2.3. This is a very significant simplification as the

driving forces and flow patterns within the weld pool are extremely complex to incorporate

into the model. The absence of convective flow within the molten weld pool is compensated

for by appropriately distributing the arc heat source and enhancing the thermal conductivity.

Since we are modelling the arc and droplet as a distributed heat source, there is a further

simplification that the arc itself is not modelled.

+

Molten material
with modified
material
properties Conduction only

Figure 2.3 Conduction Based Model

Conduction modelling has been tried and tested over the decades, commencing with

Rosenthal's analytical work in the 1930s, described in the review Section 1.4.1.

2.2.4 THE QUASI-STEADY.STATE ASSUMPTION

The concept and history of quasi-steady-state (OSS) was introduced in Section 1.4.1.

Recapping, the QSS assumption is a well established simplification which was introduced

with the very earliest mathematical welding models. QSS is achieved by modelling the arc

as stationary and allowing a semi-infinite plate to pass underneath the arc as shown in
Figure 2.4. This is achieved by treating the plate as a fluid of extremely high viscosity which

makes it effectively a solid and having it "flow" below the arc at the welding velocity v. lf the

plate is infinitely long then an effective steady state condition results, referred to in literature

as quasi-steady-state (QSS), where at any coordinate relative to the heat source the

temperature does not change. lt is not steady state in the true sense of the word because

Modified
heat

source
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relative to the plate, the temperature at a particular point does in fact change. The resulting

3D QSS conduction equation for an isotropic material is given by Equation 2.1 above.

Semi-infinite plate

Stationa ry arc

Coordinate system
stationary relative

to the arc

Temperature at
any point relative to the Plate moving

at velocity = -Ycoordinate system is constant

Figure 2.4The three dimensional QSS assumption

The QSS assumption avoids the need for a transient analysis resulting in a considerable

time saving since the QSS analysis requires only one steady state solution of the matrix

equations. Transient analyses, on the other hand, require the solution to be calculated

approximately every 0.1 second of the weld run. A secondary advantage is that it is possible

to refine the mesh in the vicinity of the weld where the change in thermal gradient is

relatively high and have a more coarse mesh away from the arc to reduce the size of the

matrix to be solved. ln a transient analysis re-meshing is required as the arc progresses or

else a fìne mesh is needed along the full length of the weld. Silva & Prasad ef a/. (1996)

have developed an adaptive grid technique to facilitate re-meshing in transient analyses to

try to overcome this problem.

Stress, distortion and microstructure analyses are transient by nature, so to use QSS

thermal results for these problems, the thermal data simply needs to be translated from

distance variable to the time variable. The possibility of this has been clearly demonstrated

by researchers such as: Tekriwal et al. (1987) who used the predicted cooling rates from a

3D conduction QSS model to qualitatively predict dendrite arm spacings in different parts of

the molten pool; Goldak & Gu (1995) who demonstrated the use of thermal results from QSS

models to predict microstructural changes; and Gu et al. (1994) to predict stress and
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distortion. Goldak & Gu (1995) actually believed the results of the QSS analyses to be

"more reliable" than the transient.

There are some cases in which the structure to be welded can not be approximated as a

semi-infinite plate. The QSS assumption can still be a useful approximation as described in

Chapter 5, dealing with complex structures. lrrespective of the QSS approximation's

applicability to every welding problem, it is still useful for fast models to trial different heat

sources which could then be used in the transient model.

A non-steady-state condition occurs at low currents when the mode of metal transfer is

globular and there is not a constant stream of liquid metal applied to the weld pool. This

would contravene the requirement for a constant heat source. Davies (1995) showed that

above 150 A direct current, individual drops need not be modelled, but metal transfer can be

modelled as a continuous heat and momentum source without sacrificing accuracy. All

models in this work are spray transfer either due to high current or due to pulsed current and

so the transfer of material does not contravene the steady state assumption. Non-steady-

state is also present when the arc is first struck since the whole plate is at room temperature

and takes some time to heat up. Very few researchers have done work to verify the length a

weld needs to be before QSS is reached and to validify the QSS assumption, so this will be

addressed in Section 2.3 by comparing transient results to an identical problem in QSS.

2.2.5 BOUN DARY CON DITIONS

The boundary conditions applied to the QSS models are summarised in Figure 2.5 for a

simple flat plate. Every point in the mesh has material flowing through it at the welding

velocity to simulate the plate moving below the arc. Note that the mesh itself does not move,

but material passes through it. lt can be observed from the figure that the meshed plate is

not semi-infinite despite this being a requirement of the QSS approximation. The end

conditions of the plate are formulated to simulate a semi-infinite plate. The front of the plate

needs only to be meshed to a distance outside the range of the thermal effects of the arc.

Hence the incoming material will all be at room temperature. At a distance behind the arc

the thermal gradient becomes quite low and hence it is approximated as zero, in other

words, an adiabatic boundary condition. Verification of these simplifications is given in

Section 2.3.2.

The arc is represented as a heat source applied either to the surface of the elements under

the arc or as a heat flux within the elements under the arc or both. Details of heat sources
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are given in Chapter 3. Heat is lost from the plate through radiation and convection

boundary conditions. The parameters used for these radiation and convection heat losses

are: the emissivity of the material which is taken to be 0.9 as recommended for hot rolled

steel and used by Goldak et al. (1985); the Stefan Boltzmann constant (S) which is 5.67e-14

Wmm2Ka; and the convective heat transfer coeffìcient (h), taken as 1.2e-5 Wmm2K

(Andersson (1978)) on all surfaces except in the vicinity of the arc. The area below the arc

has no heat losses as this is where the heat is applied. A band of 1.2 times the heat source

radius has radiation and convective losses reduced by a factor of 2.5 so that there is a less

abrupt change in the boundary conditions. Other researchers have used slightly different

arrangements of radiative and convective losses, such as Hong et al. (1993) who used

emissivity (e) of 0.7 and h different on the top and bottom surfaces and ranging between 0.7

and 2.4e-5 Wmm2K. ln this work, trials of different emissivity and h indicated that the

thermal results are not highly sensitive to variations in the values.

Adiabatic end
condition

Weld bead

Radiation
& convection
losses on top,
bottom & sides

Stationary arc
represented as

a heat source

Reduced radiation
& convection losses

No radiation &
convection losses lnitial temperature

end condition
Materialflows
through the stationary
mesh at the welding velocity

Figure 2.5 Boundary conditions for the QSS conduction model

The boundary conditions were applied to the model by generating Fortran programs which

produced heat source and boundary condition files. These files were used for loading

\
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various joint configurations with all boundary condit¡ons, with an opt¡on of heat source types,

and simultaneously deforming the mesh to incorporate the weld bead.

2.2.6 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The weld piece material properties defined in the finite element model are the density,

thermal conductivity, viscosity and specific heat. The values of these are programmed at

room temperature along with amplitude curves which describe how the properties change

with temperature. The properties are in actual fact dependent not only on the temperature,

but also on the cooling rate since the density, specific heat and conductivity depend on the

phases present in the material. The facilities do not exist within NISA software to modify

thermal properties based on thermal history, only on the current temperature, so this effect

cannot be included. Miettinen et al. (1994), however, show that this is a small effect and so

it can safely be neglected. Also, NISA software does not have the facilities to modify the

thermal properties based on cooling rate, only on the current temperature, so this effect

cannot be included.

The specific heat and thermal conductivity material properties are shown in Figure 2.6 (a)

and (b) respectively and are based on values used by Moore ef a/. (1985). The thermal

conductivity includes a step increase by a factor of 4 once the melting temperature is

exceeded to reflect the enhanced conductivity due to convection. The step change is spread

over 20 K so as not to cause convergence problems. Alternatives to the constant

enhancement of a factor of 4 beyond the melting temperature are given by: Sudnik (1991)

who used uniform thermal conductivity enhancement of (2-17731T), no reason was given;

and Winters & Mahin (1991) who increased the thermal conductivity linearly between the

melt temperature and 3100 K by a factor of 6.

The effects of phase change from solid to liquid steel are included in the specific heat. This

is common practice, however, some authors such as Barberis & Rebora (1996) have used

the enthalpy function which has a discontinuous slope at the phase change rather than a

spike and so it causes less convergence problems. At the melting temperature of 1773K,

heat is added to the material with no change in temperature and this would induce an infinite

spike in the specific heat which could not be solved for in the FE model. To overcome this

problem, the material properties are modified to make the phase change occur over a range

of temperatures so that the spike becomes finite. The heat contained within the spike is

equated to the specific heat of transformation so that the net amount of heat absorbed or

released during phase change is correct. The wider the spike the more rapid convergence
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Figure 2.7 lnsertion of thermocouples

For some models, the wire feed speed is a required parameter. This was recorded directly

from the welding monitor and converted to grams per second.

During welding, the test plates were raised above the welding table and supported at two

edges to minimise the heat loss by conduction out of the plate. After welding, sections were

taken at a number of locations along the weld to give an average fusion width and

penetration. ln the cases where the weld pool length was recorded, it was determined by a

separate weld run with the same weld parameters, but using a "tipping device". The device

holds the weld piece with high tension springs which are released part way through the weld

to almost instantaneously tip and empty the molten weld material from the weld. The tipping

device is described in Appendix A.

2.3.2 TESTING THE MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

The various assumptions used in the QSS conduction based FE model will be justifìed in this

section. lt will be demonstrated that the mesh size used in the models of this research is

sufficiently refined; and that the analysis domain approximates a semi-infinite plate. A
comparison of results from QSS and transient models will also be presented.

2.3.2.1The Mesh Size

To start with, the question may arise as to how fine a mesh is required to give good results.

Rather than derive comprehensive rules as to how fine the mesh must be, it will simply be

shown that the coarseness of the meshes used in this thesis does not significantly detract
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from the accuracy of the models. This is done by comparing thermal predictions from two

models with identical boundary conditions, one having a refined mesh and the other a

relatively coarse mesh. lf the resulting prediction does not alter significantly then it is safe to

say that the coarse mesh is adequate. This test was conducted for a refined mesh with

elements in the fusion area being 0.125 mm3 and for a coarse mesh with elements in the

fusion area being 2.8 mm3, as shown in Figure 2.8. A double ellipsoidal heat source was

appliedrepresentingal.2 kJ/mmweldon l0mmmildsteel plate. Thepredictedweldpool

dimensions, length, depth and width, for the coarse mesh were no more than 4% different

form those of the refined mesh. ln addition, the cooling rates differed only by about 2o/o in

the high temperature region between 1750 K and 1050 K and by a small fraction of a percent

below 1050 K. This level of discrepancy can be expected of anytwo fìnite element models

which have a different mesh arrangement irrespective of whether one mesh is finer than the

other. .Hence, it is concluded that no significant loss of accuracy occurs by using elements in

the fusion area as large as 2.8 mm3 - possibly larger, however models within this work will

remain under this 'safe' limit unless othenruise justifìed.

Heat Source Thermal field
(a)

Heat Source Thermal field
(b)

Figure 2.8 Half section meshes (a) refined mesh, (b) coarse mesh.
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Goldak & Bibby ef a/. (September 1986) claim that purely for the reason of capturing the

inflection of a Gaussian heat flux distribution, four quadratic elements are needed along each

axis. This suggestion is also adhered to in this work.

2.3.2.2 Approximating A Semi-lnfinite Plate

The models used in this work are not true QSS models because this would require a semi-

infinite plate to be meshed. To simulate a semi-infinite plate, a constant temperature

boundary condition is applied to the front face of the plate and an adiabatic boundary

condition at the end of the plate, as explained in Section 2.2.4. FE models were produced to

show that no accuracy is lost by using this approximation. lnitially a model of 950 mm length

was meshed so that at the end the cooling rate is 0.01 llmm which is near enough to

adiabatic. The thermal result of this mesh was used as a gauge for shorter meshes. lt was

found that relatively short meshes still approximated a semi-infinite plate with only a small

error in temperature at the end of the plate. For example the centre line cooling curve for a

relatively short mesh of 110 mm length is shown in Figure 2.9. The peak deviation from the

semi-infinite result is only 3o/o at the adiabatic boundary, with the deviation only in the last 5

mm. This figure also shows that the effects of the heat source do not reach more than 15

mm in front of the arc centre and so whether there is infinite length of mesh in front of the

arc, or only 15 mm makes no difference. All models in this thesis were meshed so that the

front of the plate is well before the thermal influence of the heat source. As a result of the

above discussion, it is concluded that the mesh arrangement used in this work adequately

represents a semi-infinite mesh.
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Figure 2.9 Verification of the semi-infìnite plate approximation
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2.3.2.3 Validifying QSS Using Transient Models

As explained in Section2.2.4, the plate takes a period of time to reach a quasi steady state

condition. Two identical models were run, one with a QSS and one with a transient solution.

By comparing the differences in the calculated temperature fields, the applicability of the

QSS solution can be gauged. The weld conditions modelled were high heat input and high

velocity as this is a worst case in terms of how fast the transient solution reaches steady

state. lt is not intrinsically obvious why high heat input takes longer to reach steady state,

however it is demonstrated by Mangonon ef a/. (1986): for 1.58 kJ/mm QSS penetration is

achieved after3.5 sec; for3.15 kJ/mm ittakes 5.5 secand for 4.72kJlmm ittakes 7.5 sec.

ln terms of how far down the length of a weld before QSS is reached, high velocity is the

worst case, since for a given time, the higher the velocity, the greater the distance travelled

before QSS is reached. A heat input of 1.8 kJ/mm and velocity of 5 mm/sec were used on a

10 mm mild steel plate. Note that these conditions are not very high generally speaking, but

in terms of the models in this thesis they are high. The heat was modelled as a line of four

elements loaded with an equal share of the heat. This simple heat source deflnition was

chosen due to the ease of replicating it identically in the transient and QSS models. The

heat source and mesh are shown in Figure 2.10.

Weld Centre
Line

150 mm

10 mm

H=375.5 W/mm3
50 mm

Figure 2.10 Mesh for Transient and QSS models with heat source (112 section).

The cooling curves calculated by the transient model at a distance of 5 mm from the weld

centre line and in the middle of the plate depth-wise, are shown in Figure 2.11 (a). lt can be
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seen that QSS is reached before 10 seconds at this location relative to the arc. The 5th

cooling curve (Figurre 2.11 (a)) which is obtained from a node located 60 mm (or I seconds)

from the start of the weld is superimposed with the QSS cooling curve in Figure 2.11 (b)

revealing a near perfect match.
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Figure 2.11 (a) Comparison of Cooling Curves at Different x-locations, (b) Comparison of
QSS and Transient Cooling Curve for the same location.

ln order to obserue how the error varies with x-y location a map of the error of the transient

solution relative to the QSS solution has been derived and is shown in Figure 2.12. A
negative error indicates that the transient result is lower than the QSS. The error in the peak

temperature is less than 5% for most of the plate and very close to zero for a very large

portion. The error in the cooling rate is shown in Figure 2.12 (b). Note that the error is not

calculated to the edge of the plate since the cooling rate here is very close to zero and it is

difficult to get a meaningful percentage error. Besides, the cooling rate far beyond the HAZ

is generally not of great interest. The error in the cooling rate, is signifìcant in the HM for

about the first and last 35 mm of the weld. The error is still close to zero for most of the heat

affected zone.

The above results show that transient solutions do tend to the QSS solution in the HM
except at the start and end of the weld. The most important point to be derived from this is

that the results extracted from experimental welds must be taken from the pseudo-steady-

state region of the weld if they are to be used to gauge the accuracy of a QSS model. lf this

is done then the error in the QSS results will be: negligible for the peak temperature and pool

profile, and less than 3% over prediction for the Ters value. All the experimental

measurements taken for this work were in the pseudo-steady-state region of the weld.
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Figure 2.12 Error in transient relative to QSS solution for (a) Peak temperature (b) Cooling
rate.

The above results do indicate that for short welds it is advisable to use transient models.

Besides, for a short weld the duration of the weld and hence the number of time steps

required is low and computationally affordable.

There are very few researchers who have done an analysis of QSS relative to transient

results. Just as a means of comparison to the above discussion: Barberis ef a/. (1996)

showed by FEA that pseudo-steady-state is achieved after only 15 mm of weld for 0.75

kJ/mm at 3.2 mm/s. Satonaka et al. (1993) investigated experimentally the time taken to

reach pseudo-steady-state for GTA welding on steel 9 mm thick after a step change in

velocity. When changing from 0.58 kJ/mm at 4 mm/s to 2.1 kJ/mm at 1.1 mm/s pseudo-

steady-state was reached after 50 mm for peak temp, and after 25 mm for thermal gradient.
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Chapter 3: Heat Sources

Ghapter 3

HEAT SOURCES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The energy expended in the welding process is applied to the models in terms of a heat

source distribution. Deriving the most effective distribution is one of the principal aims of this

thesis. This chapter revises the historical development of heat sources discussed in Section

1.4,1, proposing some adaptations as well as presenting some novel approaches. The

resulting heat sources are applied and tested for various weld configurations in Chapter 4.

The earliest analytical models used point or line heat sources. This caused problems in the

near weld region with temperatures tending to infinity at the source location. During the

1970s, Gaussian distributed surface heat sources were recognised as a superior heat

definition, producing thermal predictions which were more accurate close to the weld. For

conduction based models, this surface heat source was generally supplemented by

enhancing the thermal conductivity of the molten material. This reflects the rapid convective

heat transfer which is present in the molten material but not modelled in conduction models.

An alternative means to ensure that the heat is rapidly spread below the surface into the

molten zone is to actually place the heat within a volume below the arc. ln the mid eighties,

Goldak's double ellipsoidal heat source became the most common volumetric heat source.

The above heat sources did not adequately model GMAW for which the droplet heat content

is significant, often resulting in finger penetration. As a result, heat sources were developed

specifìcally for GMAW. The predominant means of achieving this was by separating the

heat into two components, one from the arc and one from the droplet. Literature showed

these components of heat to be added either as two surface sources, as one surface and

one volumetric source, or two volumetric sources. An alternative was to use a surface heat

source with an anisotropically enhanced thermal conductivity to reflect the penetration of the

droplet, and hence its heat, into the material. Each of these approaches will be addressed in

the following sections to come up with the favoured heat source definitions to be trialed in

this work. ln addition, there will be several novel approaches discussed.
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The welding heat is added to the elements of the model as a boundary condition. The form

of the heat source is defined within a Fortran program which produces an output file

containing the boundary conditions in a format that can be read by the FE software. The

value of the heat flux in the element is found by the value of the heat source function at the

centre of the element. To ensure that the total heat applied is correct despite the discrete

application of the heat source function, the Fortran program sums the heat applied to each

element. This sum is generally a small percentage different from the specified total and so

the appropriate correction factor is applied to the heat flux at each element.

3.1.3 SIMULATING GONVECTIVE FLOW

As discussed in Chapter 2, the model is conduction based. This poses the question: how do

we choose a suitable heat source definition to compensate for the absence of convective

flow in the weld pool?

A conduction based model will be no less accurate than a convective model if the heat within

the weld pool can be distributed in the same manner that the convective flow would distribute

it. This can be achieved by suitably defining the heat source and possibly enhancing the

thermal conductivity, as a function of the flow in the weld pool. The flow is affected by many

forces which were summarised in Figure 1.4. Davies (1995) investigated the relative

magnitude of these weld pool driving forces for GMAW and the results are shown in Figure

3.2.

Welding Gurrent (l)
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Figure 3.2 Relative magnitude of forces driving weld pool convective flow in GMAW
(Davies 1995).
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This figure shows that the inertia force is dominant over most practical welding currents. At

the lower scale of the currents used in this work, the surface tension normal forces due to

curvature are significant. Over the range of currents used in this work, the electromagnetic

force known as Lorentz force may have a small impact. The following will discuss what

effect these three significant forces have on the flow and how can they be tied into the heat

source definition:

The droplet inertia force has two effects: it deforms the weld pool surface making it concave;

and, it induces a circulating flow pattern dominated by down flow beneath the arc as shown

in Figure 3.3.

Deformed pool surface Weld poolcirculation

Figure 3.3 Flow pattern induced by the droplet inertia force

The surface tension normal force acts to resist the pool deformation induced by the inertia

force, while the Lorentz force adds to the flow pattern induced by the inertia force. This

effect of the Lorentz force was demonstrated by Atthey (1980), since in the absence of other

forces a flow pattern similar to that shown in Figure 3.3 was produced. This can be

assumed to be the flow pattern occurring in GMAW since there are no other significant

forces to alter it. ln terms of defining a heat source distribution this result points towards a

heat source which concentrates the heat input of the droplet in the region below the arc

where the flow carries it. Alternatively, an enhancement of the thermal conductivity in the

direction of the dominant flow could be proposed.

The effect of the deformation of the weld pool surface'is to significantly alter the distribution

of the arc heat source and this will be explained in detail in Section 3.2.

One check that can be carried out to indicate wether the heat in the weld pool is realistically

distributed is to look at the peak surface temperature. Zacharia et al. (1991) and (1993)

modelled GTAW and included convection and evaporation to show the peak surface
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temperature was about 2850 K. This may provide a useful indicator for the successful

distribution of heat in conduction models.

The following sections detail the established heat source definitions as well as proposing

some modified or novel approaches to defining the heat source. A sample of the heat

source definitions are triaÍed on the models in Chapter 4 to gauge their effectiveness.
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3.2 GAUSSIAN SURFACE HEAT SOURGE

The Gaussian heat source was initially developed for GTAW by Pavelic ef a/. (1969). lt is

founded on the experimental observation by various researchers, such as Tsai & Eagar

(1985), that the spread of heat on a flat plate for a GTAW closely approximates a Gaussian

distribution. Despite the heat source having its basis in GTAW, early modellers, for example

Eagar & Tsai (1983), did attempt to apply it to GMAW. lt has become apparent that some

form of modifìcation is needed to account for the extra component of heat from the metal

transfer in GMAW. Hence, the Gaussian source has limited applicability in this work,

however, it will be outlined here as it can be a useful component of more complex heat

sources which will be discussed in following sections. ln addition, an important observation

by Weiss et al. (1995) regarding the coupling of a Gaussian style heat distribution to the

deformation of the weld pool will be presented here.

The components of the heat applied by the arc are the summation of convection from the hot

gasses, electron flow, and radiative heat flux. These combine as shown in Figure 3.a (a)

(from Choo et al. 1990) to form an approximate Gaussian distribution. This distribution is

represented as a heat source as shown in Figure 3.4 (b) and the heat flux q (Wmm2), at any

radius rcan be expressed by Equation 3.3.
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Figure 3.4The Gaussian Distribution: (a) measured with its components (Choo ef a/. 1990),
(b) represented as a heat source.
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(3.3)

Here V is the voltage, / is the current, 7 is the welding process efficiency and o is the

characteristic radius of the flux distribution. The characteristic radius is defìned as the radius

at which the heat flux has dropped to 5% of the peak value. Any elements with their centre

within this radius were loaded with a heat flux as described in Section 3.1.2.

The characteristic radius used for the surface Gaussian heat sources in this thesis is 5 mm

unless othenruise specifled. Work by Nestor (1962), Tsai & Eagar (1985), Lee & Na (1997)

all indicates that the distribution parameter should increase with both current and arc length.

Hong ef a/. (1993) however, found that the thermal prediction is not highly sensitive to the

spread of the arc heat source. Presumably this is because a reduction in the radius is

counteracted by an increased peak heat flux which drives the heat radially outwards. They

suggest that "accurate knowledge of the value of the arc distribution parameter may not be

required for GMA weld predictions". This gives some grounds for using a constant

characteristic radius over a range of currents; a constant radius also prevents the

introduction of too many unknown parameters into the heat source definitions.

Experimental values for the characteristic radius and values used by other researchers vary

somewhat, but indicate that 5 mm falls in the observed range. For example, the

experimental result plotted in Figure 3.4 (b) is from Nestor (1962) who measured the

distribution of heat flux for GTA welding. The characteristic radius of this approximately

Gaussian experimental distribution is 6.2 mm. The result is for Argon gas at atmospheric

pressure, a current of 200 A, and an arc length of 6.3 mm which are relatively typical weld

conditions for the experimental work done in this thesis. For a 5.5 mm arc length and 190 A,

Tsai & Eagar (1985) measure the characteristic radius to be 6.8 mm. Lee & Na (1997)

showed that the characteristic radius changed from about 4 to about 6 mm as the arc length

varies from 2 to 5 mm at 150 A. Hong ef a/. (1993) use 3.9 mm over a range of currents

from 150 to 300 A.

3.2.1 EFFECT OF DEFORMED SURFAGE

ln most cases, the ideal of the arc hitting a flat surface is not a reality in GMAW. The molten

pool surface on which the arc is applied is often quite concave due to a combination of the

droplet impact, arc pressure and other forces mentioned in Sectio n 1 .4.2.3. ln addition, with

a joint which has a deep preparation such as a V-joint weld the surface which the arc strikes

q(x,y) -s'/v-: .'5
176
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is far from flat. This has a significant bearing on the distribution of heat attributed to the arc

so that the heat intensity is not independent of the vertical coordinate , z, as in Equation 3.3.

Figure 3.4 (a) showed that the most signifìcant source of heating is the electron flow from the

current density. The convective heat input is also significant close to the arc centre and is a

result of the arc temperature which again depends on the current density. Hence, if the

current density distribution is found to be significantly altered by the deformation of the weld

pool then it is to be expected that the approximately Gaussian heat source would also be

changed significantly. The question of course is, how is it altered?

Choo et al. (1990) presented an excellent paper, calculating the effect a deformed weld pool

has on the current density, the heat transferred to the pool and on the flow patterns

resulting. lt predicted that as the weld pool surface deformation increased, the distribution of

current was no longer Gaussian but becomes a bi-modal distribution. An example of Choo's

results are given in Figure 3.5, showing the calculated arc current distribution and the

corresponding heat flux for a 1.8 mm depressed pool.
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Figure 3.5 From Choo et al. (1990): (a) Current density distribution, (b) Heat flux distribution

The form of the heat flux is obviously very closely related to the current density. ln this

thesis the heat flux will be approximated as proportional to the current density.

Ïhe next question is how is the current density found? Weiss et al. (1995) point out that the

arc electron flow is supplied to those places with the lowest transitional resistance. The

resistance is predominantly related to the distance between the electrode and the weld

surface. As a result, Weiss ef a/. suggest it is possible that for a deformed surface, the heat
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source intensity due to the welding arc should appear as shown in Figure 3.6 (a), which

corresponds to Choo's (1990) O¡-môdal form of distribution. Applying the conventional flat

plate intensity distribution (Gaussian) to a deformed surface would result in the distribution

shown in Figure 3.6 (b).

Weld
torch

Weld
torch

Plate

Heat intensity
related to

proximity to
wire tip

Heat intensity
related to radial
distance from
the wire
centre line

Plate
/

, Pool / Pool

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6 Arc heat distribution for a deformed surface: (a) proposed by Weiss ef a/. (1995),
(b) conventional distribution.

There is clearly a significant difference: consider for example points A and B on Figure 3.7

(a). They are both the same three dimensional radius (rrrr) Írom the electrode wire tip, so

they have the same transitional resistance, hence the same current density, and so, the

same heat flux too (if heat is assumed proportional to current). There is, however, a big

difference in their two dimensional radii (rrr), so according to the conventional Gaussian heat

distribution, A should have close to the peak value and B close to the minimum, rather than

them having the same heat flux.

Equation 3.3 representing the Gaussian heat flux will be modified to make it relevant to a

deformed surface. Referring to Figure 3.7 (b), the point on the deformed surface closest to

the electrode wire tip (C) should have the peak value, and the heat source will be centred

around this point. The flat surface Gaussian centred around point C is superimposed on the

figure. This Gaussian can be used to find the heat at every point on the deformed surface

by finding a point on the flat distribution which has the same rrrrfrom the electrode tip. For

example, point D and D* have the same r* and so D should have the heat flux value of

point D* on the flat surface Gaussian (q¿). This heat flux can be found from Equation 3.3
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using an effective radius equal to the distance CD". Hence, for any point D on the deformed

surface, an effective radius can be found:

f 
"¡CDP

=oDP-oc2

=oD2-oc2

It should be pointed out that once the heat is applied to a deformed surface in this way, it

must be integrated and then scaled so that the total heat flux is correct.

Weld
torch

o

Qo

OA=OB
Dc OD*=OD

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7 Modifying the Gaussian heat source for a deformed surface.

The above reasoning appears to yield a similar result to Weiss et al. (1995), but in a

somewhat simpler manner. Weiss et al. (1995) argue that the transitional resistance is also

dependent on the amount of metal vapour at different locations in the arc. This is

determined by the surface temperature of the weld pool, making the heat source and pool

temperature coupled. This is not accounted for in this thesis since the variation of metal

vapour is a secondary effect, and besides, the temperature at the pool surface is not

necessarily accurate for a conduction model.

The significant difference between the flat and the surface dependent heat source displayed

in Figure 3.6 has surprisingly been disregarded in almost all work observed to date. lt

appears to be a major oversight which it is hoped this thesis will help to offset. The

signifìcance of the deformed pool surface heat distribution will be demonstrated in the

chapter on model application.

o
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3.3 DOUBLE ELLIPSOIDAL HEAT SOURCE

As discussed in Section 1.4.1.2,the Double Ellipsoidal (DE) heat source was developed to

reflect the distribution of heat within the weld pool caused by convective flow. The heat

source distribution is based on physical understanding that "the stirring velocity must decay

to zero at the fusion zone boundary and rise to a maximum at the arc-weld interface"

(Goldak ef a/. 1985). To reflect this, the heat is a peak at the surface of the weld pool and

decays to zero at the fusion zone boundary, with a Gaussian decay. The result is an

equation of the form shown below:

q(x,y,z) = e oê-1Ax2+BY2+cz2¡

(3.4)

(3.5)

The constants (A,B,C) are calculated so that the total heat input is TtVland so that the heat

source decays to 5% of the peak value at the extremities, say x=.h, y=fr, z=fr and this is

outlined in Goldak et al. (1985). The result is shown in Equation 3.5 which is the Ellipsoidal

Power Density Distribution,

q(x,y,z) -

To become double Ellipsoidal, Equation 3.5 is simply considered separately for the front and

rear sections of the heat source as illustrated in Figure 3.8. A certain fraction of the heat is

added to the front of the heat source and the remainder to the back, by multiplying the heat

flux by f¡ and f¡ respectively. Also, the value of a is different when calculating the front and

back (a¡and a¡ respectively).

The resulting heat source defìnition has 6 tunable parameters which can be used to match

calculated and experimental thermal fìelds. The heat source was developed by Goldak ef a/.

(1985) for the purpose of producing an accurate temperature field for residual stress

calculations. The intention, perhaps, was not to produce a model capable of predicting

accurate weld pool dimensions, because experimental results were needed to tune the heat

source for each weld condition.
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f, - fraction of heat in
front semi-ellipsoid

fo - fraction of heat in
back semi-ellipsoid

Figure 3.8 Goldak's Double Ellipsoidal heat source (1985).

Goldak et al. (1985) suggested appropr¡ate values could be chosen for the DE heat source

parameters by taking measurements from a weld: b=112 weld width, c=weld depth, a¡112

weld width, a6=2weld width, f¡0.6, fø=1.4. Liew ef a/. (1993) showed, using a 2D model, that

it is not always possible to tune the DE heat source, even with these many parameters,

since a set of parameters tuned to the best penetration prediction does not necessarily give

the best T675 câlculâtion and visa versa. lt would need to be a degree of compromising the

results with the parameters. For this reason and since the Double Ellipsoidal heat source

will be used primarily to give a gauge against which to test the more novel heat source

defìnitions presented in this work, effort will not be expended in completely fine tuning each

welding condition.
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3.4 SPLIT HEAT SOURCE

The concept behind the split heat source is that the arc prov¡des heat to the surface of the

weld pool while the heat contained within the molten droplet is carried by its momentum into

the molten pool below the surface. This physical effect results in what is referred to as finger

penetration, as discussed in Section 1.3.2, rather than the hemispherical pool shapes

observed in GTAW. As a result, the split heat source was conceivèd in which the arc and

droplet heat are added as separate components, and located to reflect the physical arc and

droplet heat distribution. Section 1.4.1.3 gives a historical background to this development.

The heat content attributed to the molten droplets is added either within the volume of the

weld pool as a flux or defined temperature, or as a concentrated surface heat source. The

remaining heat is attributed to the arc and added as a surface heat source, or within the

volume of the pool. The combinations observed in literature are summarised in Figure 3.9.

arc ellipsoidal droplet as deposited material

Hong et al. (1993);
Dilthey et al. (1993)

volume fl

droplet
volume flux

depth proportional to current

Liew et al (1993)

arc Gaussian
flux

droplet cylinder
volume flux
decreasing radially

at elevated re

arc ipsoidal
volume flux

Barberis & Rebora (1996)

arc Gaussian
flux

droplet
Gaussian flux

(a) Surface-Surface Heat Source (b) Volume-Volume Heat Sources

arc Gaussian
flux

arc Gaussian
flux

droplet as deposited material
at elevated temperature

droplet as uniflorm
cylinder flux

depth calculated

Tekriwal & Mazumder ('86 &'88)
Ortega et al. (1992) Tsao & Wu (1988) Kumar & Bhaduri ('94 & '95)

(b) Surface-Volume Heat Sources

Figure 3.9 Split heat source types from literature.

The split heat sources require an estimate of the heat applied to the weld piece by the

transferred material:
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How much heat is in the droplet?:

There have been two approaches to ànswering this question

1) Assume a set fraction of the total heat is contained within the molten droplets.

2) Assume the droplets are at a set temperature and find the heat content by the enthalpy of

steel at this temperature multiplied by the material flow rate.

lf the fìrst method is used, there seems to be a range of quoted values for the fraction of

heat contained in the droplet. For example, Essers & Walter (1981) attribute about 25% to

the droplet while Johnson ef a/. (1991) claim about 35-4Oo/o of total is in the droplet.

Far more common, and having stronger experimental grounds is the second method of using

the droplet temperature and flow rate. Jelmorini et al. (1977) measured droplet temperature

to be about 240QC. Waszink & Wan den Heuvel (1982) used a similar approach and

estimated the droplet temperature to be 2400 + 100"C for 1.2 mm electrode wire. Essers &

Walter (1979) experimentally measured the droplet temperature to range between about

2090"C at 125 A and 2150C al 225 A. Johnson et al. (1991) measured the droplet

temperature to be in the range 2227-2927"C. Bozhenko et al. (1997) have numerically

found the droplet temperature to be limited to about 2500"C by evaporation effects.

Based on the above, the droplet energy in this work is found using a droplet temperature of

24OOC. At this temperature, the energy contained within the droplets is 14.48 J/mm3 based

on the enthalpy values from Moore et al. (1985). With a density of 6.285e-3 g/mm3

(extrapolated from Pardo & Weckman December 1989), the energy becomes 2304 Jlg.

What is the metal transfer rate?:

Modelling of metal transfer is discussed in Section 1.4.4.1. Two theories put fonruard to

qualitatively explain metal transfer are the pinch instability theory (PlT) and the static force

balance theory (SFBT), but these provide only general trends. Kumar & Bhaduri (1995)

used these theories to predict droplet radius, velocity and frequency to apply for their split

heat source. The results predicted general trends in terms of finger penetration when the

PIT was used. Numerical models to predict metal transfer, such as those by Haidar &

Lowke (1996), could be used but are outside the scope of this work.

Many researchers have developed regression equations, some of which have some

theoretical basis in the form of the equation. Some of these are outlined in the section on
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modelling metal transfer. The regression function for wire feed rate proposed by Pilarczyk ef

a/. (1994) was tested for the wire feed rates measured in this work over a range of weld

conditions for direct current GMAW with Argon rich gas. The results showed the regression

functions under predicted the wire feed rate by 11.1% with a g0% confidence interval of

13.1o/o. This is reasonable accuracy, but shows a clear trend of under predicting the wire

feed rate. The difference could possibly be due to the fact that Pilarczyk measured the wire

feed by welding onto flat plate while the measurements which were made to test the function

were into v-groove welds.

There was a concern that the use of PIT or regression equations for wire feed rate could

introduce errors into the split heat models such that it would be unclear as to where model

errors originated from. That is, wether the accuracy of the model was limited by

unsatisfactory wire feed rate information or the model's own limitations. As a result, for the

following research, wire feed rates were measured during welding and empirical equations

derived directly from these measurements. After Liew & Painter et al. (1993) a linear

equation between feed rate and current was generated.

3.4.1 SURFACE.SURFACE

Researchers have attempted conduction based models with a split heat source using two

Gaussian surface heat sources - one to represent the arc heat and one to represent the

droplet (refer to Figure 3.9 (a)).

Hong, Weckman, Strong and Pardo (1993) applied the idea of the double Gaussian heat

source with a uniformly enhanced thermal conductivity factor of 10 and it was assumed that

50% of the heat input was contained in the droplet; an empirical regression equation for the

efficiency as a function of welding speed, contact tube to work piece distance, voltage and

current was used. They assumed that the droplet distribution parameter was equal to the

wire diameter and experimented with different arc distribution parameters. The pool width

and depth were both found to be about 27Yo over predicted when compared with

experimental data in the range of 150-300 amps. By manually tuning the efficiency, these

errors were reduced to about 8% over prediction of width and 8% under prediction of

penetration.

Dilthey et al. (1993) used two Gaussian surface distributions; the spread of the distributions

were empirically related to the current, stick out, gas type, wire diameter and transfer type.

This resulted in the spread of the droplet heat and arc heat being over similar radii. The
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proport¡on of heat assigned each is not explained. The results are good for the predicted

width but the error is great for the predicted penetration.

Based on the above results and the reasoning that the droplet heat is actually distributed

below the surface, the double surface Gaussian heat source was not used in this work.

Besides, the sum of two Gaussian heat sources of a similar diameter is not significantly

different from a single Gaussian with a greater peak value. Hence, the results are not

expected to be much better than for a single Gaussian heat source.

3.4.2 VOLUME.VOLUME

Two examples of volume-volume split heat sources are shown in Figure 3.9 (b). Barberis

and Rebora's work (1996) has the droplet heat added by filling the joint preparation with

material fixed at the droplet temperature based on Tekriwal & Mazumder's work (1986 &

1988). This concept is reasonable and has shown to yield quite good results, however, the

method of representing the droplet heat as a flux is chosen in preference in this work. The

reason is that the fixed temperature concept works for joints with a deep penetration, where

the bead material is added deep into the weld. However, for joints with little or no

preparation such as butt joints, the weld bead would be added on the surface and the

penetrating effects of the droplet would not be included. Also, the assumption is made that

all the material within the joint preparation is at a uniform temperature. Experimental results

for V-joint welds in Section 4.2 show that despite material flowing to the base of the

preparation, it can be at a reduced temperature so that it does not actually fuse with the joint

walls. This results in an effective penetration less than the depth of the preparation and this

is impossible to predict using the fixed temperature approach.

The split heat source developed by Liew & Painter et al. (1993) consisted of a shallow

double ellipsoid together with a uniformly distributed spherical volume source. The sphere is

at a depth proportional to the welding current. This is based on experimental evidence by

Essers and Walter (1979) that the penetration of a GMAW is proportional to the current.

This concentration of heat below the surface fits well with the conclusion of Section 3.1'3

that the heat should reflect the dominant downward flow pattern. lt works on the assumption

that the droplet basically remains intact, punching its way into the pool and then dissipating

its heat at a depth. The diameter of the droplet was taken as 3 times the wire diameter. ¡t

was shown to be successful in predicting finger penetration and also has the advantage that

the heat source is valid over a range of currents.
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The Liew & Painter heat source was investigated to some degree in this work, but yielded

quite narrow weld pools. A similar concept was used but with the arc heat as a surface

Gaussian, which widens the predicted weld pool somewhat, and this will be discussed in the

following section.

3.4.3 SURFAGE.VOLUME

The most commonly observed approach to splitting the heat source is to use a surface heat

source for the arc and distribute the droplet heat within a volume (refer to Figure 3'9 (c)).

This is understandable in that it represents the way the heat is physically applied, and hence,

this will be the type of split heat source trialed in this work.

Tekriwal & Mazumder (1986 & 1988) and Ortega et al. (1992) used the concept of the bead

being 'added at the droplet temperature, but for the reasons discussed in the previous

section, this is not pursued. Tsao and Wu (1988) had the droplet heat in a cylinder below

the arc centre, with the flux decreasing radially outwards. No information is given as to the

radius or depth of the cylinder. The use of a cylinder for the droplet rather than a sphere

such as Liew et al., reflects the idea that the droplet heat dissipates by mixing as it

penetrates the pool, leaving a stream of hot material behind it. Kumar & Bhaduri (1994 &

1gg5) also use a cylinder for the droplet, distributing the heat uniformly within it. The

diameter is defined as twice the droplet diameter, resulting in a range of 2.0 to 3.2 mm

diameter cylinders. The depth of the cylinder is calculated using an energy balance

developed by Lancaster (1984). They derive the depth that the droplet distorts the weld pool

surface by equating the kinetic energy of the droplet to the work done to create the new

cavity surface and to displace the fluid. The amount the cavity flows back between droplets

is calculated to find the minimum cavity depth. The droplet heat is then applied as a

cylindrical volume between the plate surface and a depth of one droplet diameter below the

minimum cavity depth. Although this concept has appeal in terms of calculating the depth of

the heat source, it does not yield very good results compared to the Liew ef a/. (1993)

method of having the droplet depth proportional to the current.

3.4.4 MODIFIED SPLIT HEAT SOURGES

Based on the discussion in the previous sections on split heat sources, the features which

appear to be the most effective were selected and combined to form the two new split heat

source defìnitions shown in Figure 3.10 (a) & (b). These will be trialed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.10 Modified split heat sources (a) Spherical droplet; (b) Cylindrical droplet.

Discussion

Both are surface-volume type heat sources, approximating as closely as possible the

physical reality of where the heat is applied during welding. Both the spherical and the

cylindrical distribution of the droplet heat seem reasonable and so both are tested. The

depth of the droplet component was made empirically proportional to the current. The

spherical diameter selected was 4 times the wire diameter which is similar to that used by

Liew ef a/. (1993). ln the case of the cylinder, heat is dissipated for the full depth of the

droplet penetration and so a smaller diameter is expected. A diameter of two times the wire

diameter is selected. This falls within the range used by Kumar & Bhaduri (1995 & 1995).

The droplet heat is made to reduce radially from the wire centre line to reflect the dissipation

of the heat. The content of the heat in the droplet is found from the empirical wire feed rate

multiplied by 2304 J/g which is the energy level of molten steel at 2400"C. The remaining

heat is applied as a surface Gaussian with a characteristic radius of 5 mm as discussed in

Section 3.2.

The use of a deformed pool surface heat source in conjunction with the cylindrical split heat

source above will be demonstrated in Chapter 4.

(b)
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simple means of producing a closed isothermal boundary. The size of the double ellipsoid

was adjusted so that the correct heat input level was achieved. Good temperature fìeld

predictions were obtained for a complex submerged arc weld consisting of two weld pools,

and hence two double ellipsoidal temperature distributions. The double ellipsoidal

temperature function would only be accurate for weld pools with an approximately ellipsoidal

cross section. For finger penetration, an alternative temperature prescription would be

needed. Goldak & Gu (1995) deformed the surface of theirweld model to the shape of the

fusion boundary. The shape was found from the cavity produced when a weld was stopped

part way and the molten material ejected with an air jet. The temperature on the surface of

this cavity was set at the melt temperature of 1500"C producing a model like that shown in

Figure 3.12 (a).

It should be noted that this method is of no value in predicting a fusion profile since it is used

as input, but is valuable in generating accurate temperature fields which can be used for

stress and distortion analyses. The method is tested for V-joint models in Section 4.2. Due

to the deep penetration of a V-joint weld it was not possible to deform the surface without

excessive distortion of the elements. As a consequence, a prescribed temperature

distribution was used. Unlike Gu ef a/. (1991) who used a double ellipsoidal temperature

field, the distribution was matched to a measured fusion profile. The process consisted of

ejecting the molten weld pool part way through a weld using the tipping device described in

Appendix A. The fusion boundary was then recorded using a topographical laser scanner.

An example of a fusion boundary scan is plotted in Figure 3.13.

Bead

Pool cavity

Arc location

V-pre

Figure 3.13 Scanned fusion boundary for a V-joint weld.
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This profile is then used as input to define the weld pool as an isothermal boundary. This

could be done by deforming the plate's mesh corresponding to the fusion boundary profile

and applying the 1500'C isotherm as a surface boundary condition. This causes too much

distortion of elements for the deep V-joint preparation so an alternative was devised: An

undeformed plate mesh was used. Evgry node in the model was tested and if it lay within

the scanned weld pool, a fixed temperature boundary condition was given to ¡t. This

temperature was calculated using the Rosenthal solution (Equation 1.3) for a moving point

heat source tuned to the measured fusion boundary. The method can best be explained by

referring to Figure 3.14 Íor a typical node (N) and its corresponding grid (G). The flux Q

required to produce a temperature of 1500'C at G on the fusion boundary is calculated from

the Rosenthal equation. This flux is then used to calculate the temperature at node N and

this temperature is given to node N as a boundary condition. Similarly, all the other nodes

within the weld pool are given a temperature which is tuned to the fusion boundary. When

the model is solved numerically for nodes outside the weld pool, a relatively accurate fusion

boundary results. Thus the 1500"C isotherm is indirectly prescribed by setting the

temperature of nodes within the weld pool.

Scanned fusion
boundary profile
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Figure 3.14 Defining the temperature at each node within the pool

A potential application for the prescribed isotherm method which is not immediately obvious

is in models which inherently require a transient analysis. By moving an isotherm through

the model rather than a heat source, a less refined mesh and constant (average) material

properties could be used - both of which are very helpful in reducing the transient solution's

demanding computational requirements. lt is reasonable to average the material properties

since the large variation in properties as the temperature passes above 1500'C would not be

present. A proposal is that a QSS analysis could be conducted on a small section using a
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fine mesh and optimum heat source. From this the 1500'C isotherm, or a cooler one for that

matter, could be extracted and used in the transient analysis without the liquid/solid phase

change requirements.

I
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3.7 INVERSE METHOD

ln the physical world the welding process provides a source of heat which generates a

thermal output in the weld piece. This section discusses the idea of taking this thermal

"output" ie temperature measurements and using it as input to calculate the heat source

which generated it. This is of interest as a means of developing a clearer picture of the

effective form of the heat source distribution in welding. ln addition, information on the

internal material properties can be derived using an inverse approach. A considerable effort

went into understanding the inverse process and investigating its potential for deriving heat

sources. The application of inverse methods was found to be a diffìcult and complicated

process and beyond the scope of this work. A summary of the findings will nevertheless be

presented.

3.7.1 INVERSE THERMAL PROBLEM TYPES

There is much literature available on general inverse problem theory. A good text is

provided by Tarantola (1987) who gives the very general deflnition of an inverse problem as

one in which measurements of the observable parameters of a system are used to infer the

values of the model parameters or functions. Observable parameters are those that define

the state of the system while model parameters or functions define the system constraints.

ln welding, an observable parameter is the temperature; and model parameters include

thermal conductivity, specific heat, while model functions could include the heat source or

other boundary conditions.

The classes of inverse thermal problems are shown in Figure 3.15 and discussed below.

Beck and St. Clair have done a lot of work in the area of inverse thermal problems since the

1970s. Beck (1991) classifìes the inverse problem associated with welding and solidifìcation

as either estimation or design: ln estimation problems measurements of an observable

parameter are used as input whereas in design problems desired values of an observable

parameter are used. Estimation problems are further classified as either function or

parameter estimation. Beck (1991) gives an example of a parameter estimation problem in

which he uses measured temperatures and a known heat input to estimate the thermal

conductivity and specific heat (each of these two unknowns were parameterised as a linear

function of temperature). An example of a function estimation problem is when the

temperature field and the model parameters are known and a function defining the heat

source is found - this is referred to as the inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP). ln an

early paper, Beck (1970) gives a summary of work on the IHCP and dates the earliestwork
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back to around 1960 by Stolz. ln this paper Beck analyses a one dimensional non linear

IHCP to find the time dependant surface heat flux q(O,t) from temperature measurements

inside a body. He observes "a rather remarkable ability to extract information about the

surface condition from experimental measurements that lag and are damped compared to

the surface condition". lf the flux and the temperature field are known, finding the model

parameters such as conductivity is an example of a parameter estimation problem.

ln the IHCP the entire mathematical domain is considered as solid with phase change

accounted for in the material properties (cf. Section 2.2.3) and the heat transfer governed

by conduction. A second type of function estimation problem of interest is the lnverse Stefan

Problem (lSP) which includes a solid and liquid phase. The ISP accounts for latent heat by

an energy balance at the fusion boundary, however, heat transfer is still purely conduction

with no convective flow in the liquid region. Note that as Zabaras (1990) showed, the latent

heat effects can be incorporated into an effective specifìc heat, essentially reducing the

problem to non linear heat conduction. Zabaras appears to be a key worker in the lSP.

There are two types of ISP which have potential relevance to welding: (a) finding the motion

of the fusion front from measured temperatures in the solid eg. Zabaras and Ruan (1989)

and (1991); and (b) finding the heat transfer boundary conditions from fusion front motion.

INVERSE THERMAL PROBLEMS

Estimation
(use measured observable
parameters, eg T, as input)

Function
(calculate system functions
eg Q, boundry conditions)

Design
(use desrred observable

parameters, eg T, as input)

Parameter
(calculate system parameters

eg k, Co)

IHCP
(find Q from T

in a solid)

ISP
(lncludes Liquid

& Solid)

Figure 3.15 Classes of inverse thermal problems.

3.7.2 POTENTIAL USES OF ¡NVERSE METHODS IN WELD MODELLING

There are several reasons why inverse methods may be useful for finite element modelling

of GMAW:
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1) Heat Source Galculation

The IHCP or the ISP type (a) mentioned above could be used to calculate the heat flux

applied by the arc and molten droplets from discrete temperature measurements in the solid

weld piece. By observing the shape of the heat source, a more realistic general heat source

form could possibly be found. The impact of different welding conditions on the calculated

heat source could be observed so that a heat source definition which is a function of the

welding parameters could be derived.

2) Efficiency Galculation

By calculating the heat source, the magnitude of heat being applied to the weld is known and

this gives the actual efficiency of the weld. This is considered of limited value since there

are experimental means to find efficiency which appear to be reliable (see Section 3.1 .1)

3) Compensation for Model Limitations

A heat source calculated using inverse methods automatically compensates for limitations in

the mathematical model. For example: an experimental temperature field is used as input to

an inverse heat conduction problem and a heat source calculated. This heat source, if used

as input to the forward heat conduction problem, will by definition yield the exact

experimental temperature field - even though it is a conduction analysis. So, the heat source

has built in compensation for the lack of convection. Similarly, it can compensate for

approximate material properties, or other mathematical simplifications.

4) Estimation of Material Properties

Parameter estimation problems can be used to find the specific heat or conductivity that

should be used in a thermal welding model.

5) Calculation of Weld Fusion Boundary

The ISP (type b) mentioned in Section 3.7.1 could be used to calculate the weld fusion

boundary from discrete temperature measurements in the solid zone. There are

experimental techniques to obtain a weld fusion boundary profile upon extermination of the

weld, such as the tipping device in Appendix A. Using the ISP could potentially have

application for in process determination and control of weld fusion boundary dimensions.
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6) lnverse Design

The inverse design problem could be used in welding in several ways. For example, there

may be a maximum allowable temperature on the inside face of a weld piece. This

temperature could be used as input in an lnverse design problem to find a heat flux level that

would satisfy the temperature criterion. Again, a certain fusion depth and width may be

required for a particular weld; a heat source can be calculated using inverse design methods

to achieve this. Welding parameters can then be chosen which give this heat source and

hence the weld pool dimensions.

3.7.3 REVIEW OF INVERSE METHODS APPLIED TO WELDING

There are not a very many examples in literature of inverse methods being applied

specifically to welding problems. Each of the potential uses listed in Section 3.7.2 will be

addressed to highlight any papers found which attempt a welding application to some

degree.

1) Heat Source Galculation

A very interesting recent attempt at predicting the heat input of an arc weld, was presented

by Nakatani and Ohji (1993). Their actual intention is for the calculation of the arc efficiency,

however, to do this they fìrst calculate the arc heat source distribution. They consider the

inverse three dimensional quasi-steady state problem to calculate the surface heat flux

distribution from temperature measurements at target points on the under side of the work

piece. The heat source is divided up into discrete point sources and the Rosenthal equation

is used to predict the temperature at the target points as a function of the discrete heat

sources. An objective function is produced using the error between predicted and measured

temperature at the target points, and by minimising this error using convex programming

techniques, the point heat sources are solved for, thereby determining the heat source

distribution. The calculated heat source distribution is also used to calculate the melting

point isotherm in order to examine the predicted weld pool dimensions; the results were

satisfactory. The inverse calculation is tested experimentally by heating a work piece with a

laser of known heat distribution and trying to estimate the distribution from thermocouple

measurements on the bottom surface of the work piece. The estimated total heat input was

accurate, enabling the arc efficiency to be calculated, however, the distribution was not very

accurate and this was put down to the inaccuracies in the measured temperature values.

The effect of errors in temperature measurements was highlighted by the fact that a

measurement error of just 1% had very adverse effects on the predicted heat source
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distribution. The problems associated with measurement errors could be minimised by

increasing the number of measurement points, and by moving the points closer to the weld

pool.

2) Efficiency Galcu lation

Macqueene, Akau, Krutz and Schoenhals (1983) investigated the use of inverse techniques

in the prediction of welding arc efficiency. They calculated the heat flux input for two

different 2 dimensional cases (a) a step change in surface heat flux and (b) a ramp type

surface heat flux, based on the temperature measurement at an interior point. The

calculated total heat input provided welding efficiency values which were comparable to

experimental results. lt was claimed that if the temperature data for a number of welding

conditions are measured, the method can be used in an attempt to select the most energy

efficient of these conditions.

3) Compensation for Model Limitations

lf the temperature field is completely known in a work piece, then the heat conduction

equation can be rearranged to calculate the heat source exactly. This is in effect an inverse

calculation since the thermal output is used to calculate the heat input, however the usual

complexities of inverse methods are avoided since the entire temperature field is known

exactly. Kamala and Glodak (1993) calculated a temperature fìeld in a three dimensional

forward model of the arc welding process. This temperature fìeld was then applied to a two

dimensional model and the heat source calculated. The form of the calculated heat flux

distribution would then compensate for the two dimensional approximation.

4) Estimation of Material Properties

The inverse problem of calculating thermal conductivity is investigated by Kohn and Vogelius

(1984) and Bonnet, Bui, Maigre and Planchard (1992). They used a complete measured

surface temperature map resulting from a known heat input to calculate the internal thermal

conductivity within a body. Bonnet et. al. claim that this measurement can be used to

reconstruct unknown thermal conductivity coefficients, and information on defects and

cracks.

5) Calculation of Weld Fusion Boundary

Keanini and Rubinsky (199a) developed and demonstrated a method to determine the weld

pool capillary interface shape in thee dimensions for plasma arc welding using a limited
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number of thermocouple measurements. They parameter¡se the boundary shape and then

apply an iterative minimisation technique to solve for the unknown parameters.

6) lnverse Design

Thermal inverse design observed in literature is limited to solidification problems for casting

and no examples were found for welding. The three papers listed below are all in the

category of design ISP with a deflned fusion boundary velocity (solidification front). The

boundary fluxes were calculated to maintain this solidification front.

Zabaras (1990) used finite time steps to solve for the flux at each time and used a method

developed by Beck et al. (1985) known as the "future time step method". This method helps

to handle data that has signifìcant errors, and to enable smaller time steps. Zabaras and

Kang (,1993) optimised the objective function for the complete time domain, using the both

the steepest descent method and the adjoint conjugate gradient method. Voller (1991)

aimed to extend the ISP to tackle inverse melting and solidification problems which included

natural convection in the fluid. Two dimensional examples were given of calculating the

surface flux required to achieve a specified phase front velocity. lnstability was observed in

the solution when there were high temperatures and therefore high convective velocities in

the liquid.

It should be possible to apply similar analyses to welding where a desired weld pool

boundary and motion is used as input to find the surface heat source (rather than a heat sink

as in the solidification problems).

3.7.4 METHODS OF SOLVING INVERSE PROBLEMS

Both the IHCP and ISP are what is known as ill-posed mathematical problems. This means

that a small variation in the input data causes a very large perturbation in the solution. This

effect can be observed in GMAW by the fact that at any distance away from the weld, it

takes a relatively large change in the heat input to produce a relatively small change in the

temperature. Hence, in the inverse analysis a small error in the temperature measurement

has a large influence on the calculated heat input. This explains the emphasis on error

analysis which is a key component of inverse methods.

The review of literature revealed a significant input from three researchers: Beck, who has

worked on the IHCP since about 1965 and has two texts (1977 & 1985); Zarabas (eg. 1989,

1990, 1993) who is currently doing much work on the ISP; and Murio (eg. 1987,1989, 1990)
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who has worked extensively with the space marching approach to solving inverse thermal

problems.

There appears to be two general approaches to solving inverse thermal problems: the

objective function method and the space marching melhod which are briefly outlined.

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION METHOD

Essentially, the general approach is

(1) Express the unknown variable (eg heat source) as a function or as a set of

parameters to be solved for.

(2) Find an equation which links the unknown variable to an observable parameter (eg

temperature).

(3) Derive an objective function which is usually the least squares error between

measured values of the observable parameter and values calculated from the

unknown function or set of parameters.

(4) Minimise the objective function to find the optimum values for the unknown function

or set of parameters.

There can be several stages within each step. lf the model is implicit the optimum

parameters need to be solved for iteratively. lf the model is explicit, then the error can be

formulated and minimisation techniques applied. There are several tools which appear

regularly in the literature: Regularisation techniques -smooths the objective function so that

the effect of errors in the measured observable parameters has less impact; Future Time

Method - developed by Beck which uses information from a future time to indicate the

present value of the unknown parameters; Sensitivity Coefficients - indicate which

experimental condition is best for estimating a certain parameter; Gradient Optimisation -

fìnding the fastest convergence of the minimisation of the objective function.

ln the IHCP the model is generally implicit and so the inverse method may reduce down to a

well controlled and optimised iteration of forward problems. A better method may be the

space marching approach.

SPACE MARCHING METHOD

Murio has a host of papers on this method, dealing with both the IHCP and the lSP. For

example: Murio (1989) & Guo, Murio & Roth (1990) - calculating the surface heat flux from
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measured internal temperatures; H¡nestroza & Murio (1993) - calculating the convective heat

transfer coefficient at the top surface of a plate from measured temperature and flux on the

bottom surface; Mejia & Murio (1993) - calculating the anisotropic thermal conductivity in a

rod, knowing the initial temperature distribution and the temperature and flux at one end;

Murio (1992) - solving the lSP.

The space marching process can be most simply understood with reference to the one

dimensional steady state case shown in Figure 3.16 (a).

Heat flux

To Tn-1Tn Tn*1

Temperature measured
at an interior point

(a)

(b)

Qo

T

,,.Boundary
condition known

nmaxTn T¡*1

Tr=f1(Tn-1,Tna)

Tra=f2(T¡,T¡*)

T

Figure 3.16 Space marching in one dimensional steady state heat conduction (a) using

knówn temperature at two adjacent nodes; (b) using known temperature at one node and

known boundary condition.

The inverse problem is to calculate the heat flux Qs based on the measured temperature at

node n. Now in solving the forward problem with Qo as an input and using finite difference

discretisation, the temperature at any interior node is a function of the two nodes on either

side of it (Equation 3.7).

(3.7)

(3.8)

Qs=h(Ts,T) (3.e)

This equation can be rearranged so that the temperature at a node is a function of the two

nodes to its "right" (Equation 3,8). So, knowing the temperature at two adjacent nodes, the

temperature at the next node to the "left" can be found. This temperature is then used to
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find the temperature at the next node to the left of it and the process continues until the heat

source is reached. The flux Qs can then be found (Equation 3.9). A problem with this is that

the temperature at two adjacent nodes is needed to start the process. Murio's approach is

to experimentally measure the temperature at two adjacent node locations, which is fine in a

1D problem, but means many more measurements are needed in 2D or 3D problems. The

author of this thesis proposes that Tn*1 can be found by solving the forward problem for the

end part of the rod as shown in Figure 3.16 (b) if the far boundary condition is known.

Murio has, in fact, done all his work for transient analyses and the above argument is

outlined for the transient equivalent in most of his papers, such as Murio & Guo (1990).

Murio (19S7) introduced a tool he terms the mollification method to smooth the experimental

input data for inverse methods. Murio & Gu (1990) propose another method which attempts

to smooth the data as the marching progresses.

3.7.5 PROPOSED INVERSE METHOD FOR HEAT SOURCE CALGULATION

Based on the above discussion, a marching scheme is proposed for discovering the welding

heat source from measured temperature information. The process is to obtain a weld pool

fusion boundary profìle using the tipping device in Appendix A. This then provides a 1500"C

isotherm to use as a starting point to march to the surface of the pool.

As shown in Figure 3.17 (a) and Equation 3.10, for a finite difference scheme, the

temperature at any node is a function of the nodes surrounding it. In order to march to the

surface, this equation is rearranged into Equation 3.11 to calculate T1 as a function of the

other 4 nodes.

Ts=f1(T1,T2,Ts,T¿) (3.10)

TFl2(Ts,T2,Ts,T¿)

ln order to generate the grid of nodal temperature values for all nodes outside of the weld

pool, the fusion boundary and the plate boundary conditions are used as shown in Figure

3.17 (b) - this is similar to Section 3.6. Once the temperature field is calculated, it can be

transposed onto a finite element grid. The grid may be uniform as shown in Figure 3.17 or

may be fitted to the fusion boundary.

(3.11)
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Deformed surface

(a)

2 4 To = F(T.',Tr,Ts,Ta)

& convection

¡_-

c
(b)

Figure 3.17 Proposed inverse method (a) space marching scheme, (b) calculation of plate

temperature for input into the marching scheme.

When the above was tested for a simple case, large oscillations in the temperature of

adjacent nodes were observed as marching progressed. lt became apparent that the data

would need special consideration to keep the solution smooth, such as Murio's mollification

method (1989), Murio & Gu's method (1990) or Carasso's (1992) suggestions on schemes to

ensure the error grows as slowly as possible. ln addition, special consideration when

marching across the fusion boundary is needed. The problem became too large and

complex to incorporate into the scope of this work. The use of inverse methods for the

calculation of the heat source remains as a proposal for future investigation.

1e

*
3

Calculate T fìeld
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Ghapter 4

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter illustrates how the QSS conduction based model described in Chapter 2 can be

combined with the heat source defìnitions from Chapter 3 to produce useful models for

thermal prediction. lt also gives comparisons of the effectiveness of the different heat

source descriptions. To date, much of the work on thermal modelling of welding has been

developing the theory for simple bead-on-plate welds with little specific consideration of

commonly used welding joint configurations. This chapter will show how the theory can be

applied to a range of joint configurations and GMA welding processes. Some relatively novel

QSS conduction based models will be presented, such as: modelling of weave welding,

which has never been observed in literature; the use of the deformed pool surface heat

distribution; the use of QSS rather than transient analysis in multi-pass and preheat

applications; the modifìcation of heat source definitions for use on T & V-joint welds.
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4.2V-JOINT MODEL

AV-jointweld is a method of joining two pieces of material butted against each otherwith an

edge preparation producing a 'vee' groove to be fìlled by the weld material. This can be

seen in Figure 4.1 .

Most modelling development work has been for bead-on-plate welds, with heat sources

being developed and optimised for this simple welding process. These models are now

being applied to real weld configurations such as V and T-joints, generally with no alteration

to the heat source. Exceptions are Tekriwal and Mazumder (1986 & 1988) who's model

inherently accounts for the joint confìguration, because they add the bead heat by filling the

joint configuration with material at an elevated molten metal temperature. Researchers

dealing with multi-pass welds have also produced joint specific heat sources and this will be

addressed in Section 4.4. This section deals with assessing the suitability of the heat

sources discussed in Chapter 3 to V-joint welds.

4.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The weld used in this work was anode positive pulsed GMA robotic welding. The work here

applies to a single pass weld, however, a multi-pass V-joint weld is addressed in Section 4.4.

The plate material was 10 mm mild steel, with a 45" V-joint preparation and 1.6 mm land as

shown in Figure 4.1. The shielding gas wasS2Vo Argon and 18o/o CO2, the wire diameter

was 1.2 mm with contact tube to work piece distance of 18 mm. A range of currents and

welding speeds were used resulting in the experimental conditions listed in Table 4.1. Refer

also to Section 2.3.1 for details of experimental procedures. Table 4.2 shows the

corresponding measured results.

1.28.6045028250b
1.26.0030025.51905
1.24.36220251304
1.84.40150271283
1.86.40220281842
1.88.80300302451

(kJimm)(kw)(mm/min)(v)(A)Run
EnergyPowerVelocityVoltageCurrent

Table 4.1 Experimentalwelding conditions (pulsed GMA robotic welding)
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12.97.69.86
14.16.710.05

10.45.49.34
20.15.511.53

21.56.512.52
22.28.013.01

(sec)(mm)(mm)Run
TasPenetrationPoolWidth

Table 4.2 Experimental results of the weld pool dimensions and Ts¡5.

45'

18 mm

10 mm

1.6 mm

150 mm

50 mm Material:
mild steel plate

Figure 4.1 V-joint weld configuration

It may be expected that for V-joint welds, the penetration would be at least to the base of the

groove (8.4 mm in this case), however this was not observed if the penetration was carefully

defined. Figure a.2 @) shows the experimental observation that particularly at low currents,

weld material penetrates almost to the base of the groove, but satisfactory fusion to the

sides of the groove occurs only to a considerably shallower depth. This is shown

photographically in Figure 4.2 (b).

V-joint Weld with 45'Edge Preparation

fusion

(a) X-Sections Showing Fusion Zone

Figure 4.2 Defining penetration for V-joint welds.

(

4

welding torch
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4.2.2 MODEL

As explained in Section 3.1 .2,the mesh should include the weld bead. ln this case the bead

fills the v-groove and results in a mesh which looks almost like a flat plate. There is a slight

cap or under fill meshed into the plate depending on the volume of the material deposited.

This bead profile is produced by calculating how full the groove would be based on empirical

measurements of the wire feed rate against current; the node locations in the mesh are then

adjusted using a Fortran program to fit the bead profile. The program also adds the other

boundary conditions to the mesh. The resulting FE model is such as that shown in Figure

2.5 in the Chapter 2 on the modelling approach. The size of the elements in the reflned

region near the arc is 1 mm3.

4.2.3 HEAT SOURCES

Six different heat source confìgurations were tested and these are summarised in Figure 4.3

Chapter 3 described the details of these heat sources and the reasons for their selection.

(a) Double Ellipsoid (b) Enhanced Thermal ConductiviÇ (c) Spherical Split Heat Source

(d) Cylindrical Split heat Source (e) Deformed Pool Split Heat Source (f) Prescribed lsotherm

Figure 4.3 Heat sources tested for the V-joint model.

Double Ellipsoid:

The Double Ellipsoid (DE) is a very popular heat source observed regularly in literature, and

so, it provides a good benchmark to gauge the effectiveness of the proposed heat sources.

lnitially, the parameters used to define the DE heat source were those proposed by Goldak

K=f(Nu)

I
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(refer to Section 3.3). The results obtained with these parameters prov¡ded very poor results

with the width and depth of the weld bead under predicted by about 30% while the pool

length was over predicted by about 30%. lt was recognised that this is because the

proposed ideal parameters for the DE were for a two dimensional model in which there is no

conduction in the length direction and so the heat is manually spread out and weighted

towards the rear of the heat source. As a result, more appropriate parameters were chosen

for this 3D model. The DE width and depth were still taken directly from the experimental

weld bead dimensions, but the length of the rear half ellipsoid was reduced from two times

the bead width to equal the bead width. Additionally, the fraction of heat in the front and rear

portions of the DE were made equal. Significantly better results were obtained with the error

being halved.

Surface Gaussian with Enhanced Gonductivity:

Refer to Section 3.5 for details of this heat source. The enhancement factor is determined

directly from the Nusselt number which is calculated in Table 4.3 using Equation 3.6. A plot

of the enhancement is given in Figure 4.4.

8.08.12.301.2732506

6.36.61.420.8941905
4.64.50.550.515'1304
4.54.40.530.4711283
6.16.11.320.7021842
7.87.52.230.954245I

Nu
(regression)

NuVelocity
(m/s)

Wire feed
(sm/s)

Current
(A)

Run

Table 4.3 Calculated thermal conductivity enhancement factor which is equivalent to the
Nusselt number.

100

=z
o
-o
E
fz
=c)
v)
U)fz

I

I

7

b

5

4
150 200

Current (A)

250

Figure 4.4 Plot of Nusselt number which is equivalent to the conductivity enhancement
factor.
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Software constraints required that the enhancement be applied isotropically within the

molten region de.spite the intention that it be applied in the direction of the penetrating

droplets.

Split Heat Source:

Section 3.4 provides an introduction to this type of heat source with the details given in

Section 3.4.4. For both the spherical and cylindrical droplet, the wire feed rate is required to

calculate the amount of heat attributed to the droplet. This is done by finding an empirical

equation for the wire feed rate from experimental measurements. This is shown in Table 4.4

and Figure 4.5. lt was observed that the wire feed rate was a linear function of the current,

but also affected by the heat input, and so, an equation was derived for each of the two heat

input levels.

1.289250b
0:8940.8611905

ffi0:5150.5321304
ffiffizt0.4731283
ä.åæ"å Or7020.6991842
ffi.0,9540.9562451

Regressionmeasured(A)
Wire feed (gm/sec)CurrentRun

Table 4.4 Measured wire feed and the resulting empirical wire feed

100 150 200

Current (A)

Figure 4.5 Plot of experimental (r) and empirical (solid line) wire feed

The depth of application of the heat source is also calculated empirically from a linear

equation of penetration versus current. lnitially penetration was measured from the top of

1.4

6 't.z
o)rt
E1
o)
]J
E o.B

q)
L

= 
0.6

0.4

250
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the plate, but this resulted in some scatter, and the results did not appear to fit a linear
relationship very well. When the penetration was measured from the top of the weld bead,

however, the fit was quite good, and this is shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.6. Measuring

from the top of the bead is in line with the notion that the depth of droplet penetration

depends on its impact force and the resistance experienced once contact with is made with
the molten bead.

7.68.12506
6.77.2'1905
5.46.51304
5.55.61283
6.56.51842
8.08.02451

Regressiontop of beadtop of plate
Current

(A)Run
Penetration (mm)from

Table 4.5 Measured penetration and the resulting empirical penetration.

100 150 200 250

Current (A)

Figure 4.6 Plot of experimental (r) and empiricar (solid line) penetration.

Deformed Pool Split Heat Source:

This heat source is similar to the cylindrical split heat source, but with the effects of the
deformed surface incorporated. Thus the surface Gaussian is altered as described in

Section 3.2.1 and the cylinder which represents the droplet is spread from the top of the

depressed weld poolto the bottom of the molten pool. Note that the deformation of the weld

pool surface is not actually meshed into the plate as this causes problems in QSS as

outlined in Section 3.1 .2, but the effects are captured in the heat source.

The calculation of the deformed pool sudace heat component requires the calculation of the
3 dimensional radius (r*) from the arc electrode wire tip to the surface of the pool and plate.

This radius was found, based on the deformed pool arrangement shown in Figure 4.7 (a).

8.5
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For clarity, the shaded area indicates the molten zone to distinguish it from the surface

depression. To calculate the arc length, the deformation level of the pool surface (dp) and

the arc length (al) shown in Figure 4.7 (b) are required. The deformation of the pool surface

is assumed to be a Gaussian shape with radius of 5 mm. The 3D radius, rrr., in front of the

electrode is found from the distance from the electrode tip to the bevelled face of the plate.

zr- Arc
Arc

f*y.

dp

(b)

Figure 4.7 X-Section of plate and pool showing deformed pool parameters for a V-joint

There are two approaches by which the weld pool surface position (dp) could be calculated:

(l) by an equilibrium of the mechanical forces as described by Sudnik (1991) or (ii) by

minimisation of the surface energy as referenced by Weiss ef a/. (1995). ln both these

cases the effect of the impacting molten droplets have to be added to the calculation. These

methods are not straight forward and will rely on regression input for such parameters as the

arc pressure, filler metal rate and velocity. Kim & Na (1995) calculated the shape and

penetration of weld beads using a convective analysis which included the droplet impact

forces, with good results. A convective analysis is very complex and the aim of this thesis is

to achieve simple yet effective conduction models, so there would be no sense in doing a

convective analysis simply to gain pool surface deformation information. What will be used

in this work is an empirical equation for the depression of a weld pool developed by Rokhlin

& Guu (1993):

dp=-1.8+560F (mm) (4.1)

This equation was derived from measured deformation during GTAW with F representing the

arc force in Newtons. The assumption is made here that the same equation can be applied

d

(a)

r't
'LJ

i

Þ
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to GMAW but with the modification that F becomes the sum of the arc and the droplet

forces. Rokhlin & Guu measured the arc force (F"..") to be proportional to the current

squared as given by Equation 4.2:

Farc=7.25e-812 (N) (4.2)

The component of the force attributable to the droplet is found from the rate of change in

momentum of the droplet as it penetrates the pool, slowing to stationary in the vertical

direction. Let the duration of the momentum transfer be dt; the vertical momentum is initially

droplet mass times droplet velocity (mv) and the final vertical momentum is zero. Hence, the

force induced by each impacting droplet is mv/df. This force is discrete, and to find an

equivalent continuous force, the droplet force must be multiplied by the duration of the force

(df) and divided by the period between droplets. The result is shown in Equation 4.3 where f
is the droplet frequency:

F¿ysp=mvf (N) (4.3)

,j
ií

'11

Essers & Walter (1979) measured mvf and recorded it against weld pool penetration. The

results of this parameter against current were extracted from the paper and are shown in

Figure 4.8 and used in the calculation of the pool depression.

4000

3000

2000

1 000

0

50 100 150 200 250 300

Gurrent (A)

Figure 4.8 Droplet force as a function of current for 1.2 & 1.6 mm wire diameter. Extracted
from Essers & Walter (1979).

It can be seen that a good linear relationship exists between the droplet force and the

current for the range of currents of interest. The purpose for plotting the 1.6 mm wire was to

check the linearity at higher currents and thus give confidence in extrapolating the 1.2 mm
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wire to higher current values. lnterestingly, the two lines are almost exactly parallel, with a

gradient in Newtons/Ampere (N/A) of 26.6x10-6 N/A for the 1.2 mm wire and 26.5x10-6 N/A

for the 1.6 mm wire. The weld pool depression can now be found using Equations 4.3, 4.2 &

4.1 with the results shown in Table 4.6.

2.918.4144.5313.8832506
0.944.9022.6172.2841905
0.001.9121.2250.6861304
0.001.8211 .1880.6331283
0.764.5792.4552.1251842
2.748.1014.3523.7492451

dp

(mm)

EI bt.r

(Nx10¡)
F

erc

(Nx10¡)
FoDp

(Nx10")
Current

(A)

Run

Table 4.6 Calculation of weld pool depression (dp)

Now, as was shown in Figure 4.7, the arc length (al) is also required for the deformed pool

heat analysis. This was obtained from measurements by Zhu & Simpson (1995) of the arc

length as a function of welding voltage and wire feed rate for 1.2 mm diameter wire with 20

mm contact tube to work piece distance. Some extrapolation was necessary for the results

marked with an asterisk (.) in Table 4.7 below.

5.214.328.0þ

5.010.025.55

.5.45.825.04

'6.45.327.03

'6.57.928.02
7.310.730.01

lmm)(cm/s)(v)
Arc lengthWire feedVoltageRun

Table 4.7 Arc length, obtained from Zhu & Simpson (199S).

Using the values from Tables 4.6 and 4.7 , the 3D radius r*,. from the wire tip to any po¡nt on

the plate can be found. The minimum value of \yz is used to find the effective radius, r"6, for

each point to be loaded with the deformed pool heat source, in line with the description in

Section 3.2.1.

The resulting heat distributions of the surface component of the deformed pool split heat

source are shown in Figure 4.9 together with. a standard Gaussian for comparison. The weld

runs with the greatest pool deformation, ie. runs 1 & 6 are most significantly affected. The

presence of the "vee" is clearly visible. The arc tip is a lot closer to the pool surface and the
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edges of the "vee", than the bottom of the groove, so these have lower transitional

resistance and the heat flux is transferred to them in preference. ln all cases the arc heat

flux is significantly distorted from the standard Gaussian, generally with more heat being

directed to the edges and the rear of the weld pool.

Welding direction

Standard Gaussian
heat distribution

Run 1

Run 4

Run 2

Run 5

Run 3

Run 6

Figure 4.9 Deformed pool surface heat component for V-joint weld, compared to
contemporary Gaussian form.

An experimental means for photographically mapping the pool surface was considered, but

not pursued due to the unavailability of the experimental facilities. Some initial photographic"

work was done and the pictures shown in Figure 4.10 give some indication of the pool

depression shape and arc length for a V-joint weld run. The form of the pool depression

appears in agreement with that selected for the deformed pool heat calculations.
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View from 45 " behind the weld View looking along the V with
weld approaching

Figure 4.10 Photo of pool depression for V-joint weld

Prescribed lsotherm:

Refer to Section 3.6 for details of this heat source defìnition

4.2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The solution time for most of these models was of the order of 45 minutes CPU time for each

welding condition. The weld pool dimensions were extracted from thermal contour plots of
the weld such as that shown in Figure 4.11, and the Ts75 values from the thermal history at a
point in the mesh corresponding to the thermocouple location.

weld pool

X-SECTION

Figure 4.11 Typical thermal contour plot for a V-joint weld (run 5) with the molten region

highlighted.
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Chapter 4: Application of the Model

The results for the different heat sources and welding conditions are tabulated in Appendix B

and presented graphically for a visual indication of model accuracy in Figure 4.12. The

graphs are a plot of the predicted pool dimension or T675 against the experimental one.

Hence if the model matched the experimental exactly then the data points should fall on a
straight 45' line. Note that the Tabulated results in Appendix B include also the weld length,

which is not an important weld parameter and is thus not presented in the main discussion of

results.
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Chapter 4: Application of the Model

The mean error for each heat source type over the range of welding conditions is presented

in Table 4.8 together with the 95% confidence interval. For example, for a model within the

range of weld conditions tested, one can be 95% certain that using a Spherical split heat

source, the error in the predicted penetration will be in the range -1+:5% (ie. -6% to +4%)

-6+ I-3+44¡2Prescribed isotherm
-7 t132+5-11 3Deformed Pool split heat
-5t14-6 +1O+4Cylindrical split heat
-1+ 13-9+2-1+ 5Sphericalsplit heat
-6t 114+5-23t 9Gaussian & enhanced K
6 +15-15r 5-14x7Double Ellipsoid

Talsw¡dthDepthHeat Source Type
Error (%)

Table 4.8 Mean error of weld pool dimensions and T675 for different heat source definitions
over the range of weld conditions, with 95% confidence interval.

The Double Ellipsoidal model showed significant under prediction of weld pool width and

depth. Generally, the deeper the experimental weld pool, the greater the error in the model's

result. lt seems that using a deep Ellipsoidal type distribution for a deep pool is not

adequate, since the heat is spread over such a large volume that at the base there is not

sufficient concentration of heat to melt the material. ln the case of a shallow pool, such as

bead on plate, this is not as signifìcant since the heat source is more concentrated, and also,

the base of the pool is close enough to the peak heat that heat can be driven to the bottom

of the pool by the thermal gradient effects. The need to spread the heat deep into the

volume of the plate in an attempt to obtain the required penetration has.the effect that the

concentration near the surface is also inadequate to obtain the required width of the weld

pool. The surface Gaussian with enhanced thermal conductivity gives a good prediction of

the weld pool width, but slightly over estimates it due to all the heat being at the surface.

The depth however, is very badly under predicted and the enhanced thermal conductivity is

inadequate to compensate for this. ln fact, if the conductivity was enhanced further, it may

increase the error in the width as it would enable a greater amount of heat transfer in this

direction too. lt would seem that the surface Gaussian heat source alone, would simply only

be viable if anisotropic enhancement was possible, favouring conduction in the depth of the

pool. As discussed in Chapter 3, this has not been possible to test in this work. The split

heat source types, on the other hand, ensure that the concentration of heat at the depth of

the pool is high and thus enable the penetration to be achieved. Of course, this

concentration of heat at a depth, means some of the surface heat is removed and placed in

the volume below the surface. This has resulted in slight under prediction of the weld pool
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width for the split heat sources using the standard Gaussian surface heat sou

spherical split heat source is worse than the cylindrical in this regard since it takes the

droplet heat component further away from the surface region. The deformed pool split heat

source overcomes this width prediction issue because it delivers the surface component of

the heat further out towards the edges of the weld pool. The result is an accurate width and

penetration prediction which is not achieved by the other heat source definitions. The

prescribed isotherm does give good results on all fronts, but this is to be expected since it is

not predictive but is entirely tuned to each individualweld run.

Figure 4.13 gives an indication of how well the models predict the weld fusion shape. The

results are for weld run 5 (see Table 4.1) which is a fairly typical weld condition. The model

plots show the peak temperature reached at each point in the x-section plane. The "finger

penetration" which is visible in the experimental result is only adequately modelled by the

split heat sources, and, of course the prescribed isotherm. The finger penetration is more

pronounced in the experiment than in the model results. Of the trialed heat sources, the

deformed pool split heat source gives the best result due to the surface heat component

widening the weld pool near the surface more than the other split heat sources.

Figure 4.13 Comparison of experimental against predicted V-joint fusion profile for different
heat source definitions with weld run condition 5 (ref. Table 4.1).

Model
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Chapter 4: Application of the Model

The error in Ts75 is a little more difficult to discuss, as it is not clear as to the cause of these

errors. Looking at the plots of experimental versus model Ts75 in Figure 4.12, the form of the

error seems to be similar for each heat source type except the prescribed isotherm. Some

of the plots are offset and yield a different mean which makes it appear more accurate in

Table 4.8, however, all of the tested heat sources predicted very low results for runs 5 and 6

and generally over predicted the T6¡5 for high energy input cases. ln fact, if we were to

consider the high and low energy cases individually, the deformed pool split heat source

gives the best results for the high energy case, but the poorest results for the low energy

case. The difficulty in modelling the low energy runs is an area that could receive further

attention.

Further work with welds of different V-joint preparations is presented in the case study in

Section 4.8.

4.2.5 CONCLUSTON

The traditional DE cannot be applied unmodified to V-joint welds if prediction of the fusion

profile is required. The reason for this is that it is incapable of delivering suffìcient

concentration of heat to the base of the weld pool to generate the deep penetration profìle of

V-joint welds. ln addition, due to the shape of the heat source, only an elliptical shaped weld

pool can be generated by the DE heat source. The Surface heat source has the same

problems as the DE and the only potential for possible application is a strongly anisotropic

thermal conductivity, favouring heat transfer in the depth of the pool.

The prescribed isotherm gives very good results, but the weld has to be fully measured

before it can be modelled. Hence, the heat source is not predictive, but fully tuned to the

experimental weld.

The split heat sources are capable of much better penetration predictions due to delivering

the droplet component of the heat at a depth related to the impact force. This separation of

the droplet and arc components of the heat results in less heat being applied near the

surface and a slight under prediction of the weld pool width. The deformed pool heat source

overcomes this problem by producing a much more realistic surface distribution, whereby

the deformation of the weld pool surface, which is signifìcant in GMAW is accounted for. lt

results a significant amount of heat being applied toward the edges of the pool. This gives

the required increase in the weld pool width. The deformed pool split heat source is the

recommended heat source for V-joint weld preparations.
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4.3 TJOINT MODEL

A very common welded joint configuration is a T-joint in which two pieces of material are

butted perpendicularly against each other. There is very little work observed in literature

which has gone specifìcally into T-joint analysis. This work not only models a T-joint, but

tests heat source deflnitions for their effectiveness.

One interesting example of T-joint modelling worth mentioning is the work of Jeong and Cho

(1997) who used anatyticat methods quite successfully on a T-joint weld. They mapped the

temperature distribution from a flat plate to a T-joint, using an energy equation. The model

required averaged material properties and no bead to be allowed for. The heat source

parameters and the efflciency were adjusted to optimise the solution for each welding

condition. lt would seem that the method although it yields good results with errors of the

order oÍ 24o/o under prediction of width and 1 1o/o over prediction of depth, would need to be

improved if the method is to be predictive over a range of conditions.

4.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The physical welding process which was modelled in the following work is shown in Figure

4.14. ln a similar manner to the V-joint models, several weld conditions were used to

provide a range over which to test the heat sources. Pulsed robotic GMA welding was again

used,with 82%Argon, 18%C}2shieldinggas. Thewirediameterwas l.2mmwithcontact

tube to work piece distance of 18 mm. The experimental conditions are listed in Table 4'9

with the corresponding measured results in Table 4.10.

2.010.0300302BO3

7.5300262402

1.05.0300211851

Energy
(kJ/mm)

Power
(kw)

Velocity
(mm/min)

Voltage
(v)

Current
(A)Run

Table 4.9 Experimentalweld conditions (pulsed robotic welding)

16.48.912.63

9.88.111.02

4.36.08.5I

Tas
(sec)

Depth
(mm)

width
(mm)Run

Table 4.10 Measured results of the weld pool dimensions and cooling time T6¡5.
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o
45

'Ià
4a

Figure 4.14The T-joint weld configuration.

The defìnition of the depth and the weld pool width recorded in Table 4.10, is shown in

Figure 4.15. The depth is measured from the bottom of the fusion zone to the height the

bead would fill if the bead cap was flat (represented by the hashed line).

w

Figure 4.15 Definition of T-joint weld penetration and width.

4.3.2 MODEL

The mesh used in the modelling of the T-joint is shown in Figure 4.16. The full model was

meshed since there is no line of symmetry. The bead was meshed into the plate using trend

measurements of the wire feed rate. lt was given a flat cap as shown by the hashed line in

Figure 4.15, determined from empirical information on the wire feed rate. A mesh was
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generated which could be modified by stretching the elements to any desired bead height

using a Fortran program. The size of elements in the heat source region is about 1.5 mm3.

The mesh was loaded with boundary conditions as described in Chapter 2.

Weld bead Adiabatic end condition

Radiation and convection
losses on plate surfaces

Arc location

Refìned mesh

Room temperature
boundary condition

Figure 4.16 T-joint mesh

4.3.3 HEAT SOURCES

Depositing weld metal into the vee formed between the two plates is not much different to

welding into a 90" V-joint preparation so it is anticipated that similar results will be obtained

to the V-joint in terms of the most effective heat source type. Those trialed in this section

are the Double Ellipsoid, again primarily as a gauge, and the split heat source. The surface

Gaussian was not pursued further as it is clearly a poor heat source definition without

anisotropic material properties. The prescribed isotherm was also left out since it is

considered to have limited application since every weld has to be laid before it can be

modelled. The method of applying it and it's effectiveness was adequately demonstrated for

the V-joint models. The split heat source is expected to have the best potential. Note that

the deformed pool split heat source would be ideal, but it was a recent addition to the thesis

and has not yet been applied for the T-joint.

Double Ellipsoidal:

The DE parameters used for this analysis wère the same as those used for the V-joint. That

is, the DE width and depth were taken directly from the experimental weld bead dimensions,
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the length of the rear half ellipsoid was equal to the bead width, the fraction of heat in the

front and rear portions of the DE were made equal.

Split heat source with cylindrical volume:

Refer to Section 3.4 for details of this heat source type. lnformation which is required to

apply this heat source is the wire feed rate and an empirical relationship for the penetration

versus current. An empirical equation for the wire feed rate is found from experimental

measurements. This is shown in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.17.

1.551.562803

1.331.322402
1.031.03185I

ReqressionMeasured
Current

(A)Run
Wire Feed (gm/sec)

Table 4.11 Measured wire feed and the resulting empirical wire feed

1.6

1.4

1.2

0.8

(t,

E
o)
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=

1

150 200 250 300

Current (A)

Figure 4.17 Plot of experimental (o) and empirical (solid line) wire feed

The depth of application of the heat source is also calculated empirically from a linear

equation of penetration versus current. With the penetration defined as shown in Figure

5.15, a good linear relationship was obtained between the current and penetration and this is

shown in Table 4.12 and Figure 4.18.

9.32BO3

8.12402
6.01851

ReqressionMeasured
Current

(A)Run
Penetration (mm)

Table 4.12 Measured penetration and the resulting empirical penetration.
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10.0

9.0

8.0

7.0

6.0

5.0

150 200 250 300

Current (A)

Figure 4.18 Plot of experimental (o) and empirical (solid line) penetration

The surface component of the split heat source was a Gaussian heat distribution with a

characteristic radius of 7.5 mm.

4.3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The solution time was approximately I hour of CPU usage for each welding condition. The

weld pool dimensions were extracted from thermal contour plots of the weld such as that

shown in Figure 4.19, and the Ts¡5 values from the thermal history at a point in the mesh

corresponding to the thermocouple location.

weld pool

Figure 4.19 Typical thermal contour plot for a V-joint weld with the molten region highlighted
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Chapter 4: Application of the Model

The results for the heat sources and welding conditions are given in Table 4.13 and

presented graphically in Figure 4.20. The graphs are a plot of the predicted pool dimension

or T675 against the experimental one. Hence if the model matched the experimental exactly

then the data points should fall on a straight 45' line.

-6-28-7-170-27
-5-2915.511.616.4-5-1512.010.712.62-269.56.99.33

-14-338.46.69.8-9-1710.09.111.0-2-288.05.88.12

2-214.43.44.3-6-208.06.88.5-2-285.94.36.01

SplitDESplitDEExptSolitDESplitDEExptSolitDESolitDEExotRun

o/oErrorModelo/o5rro¡Modelo/oErrorModel
T8/5 (sec)Width (mm)Penetration (mm)

Average Error: Average Error: Average Error:

Table 4.13 Experimental and predicted results for T-joint

PENETRATION (mm) WIDTH (mm) Tr,,, (seconds)
10.0 14.0 18.0

8.0
oÞo f; ro.o

.02

60

1
q)
Þ
o

4.0 ô.0

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 6.0 10.0 14.O

Experiment Experiment

Figure 4.20 Plots of model versus experimental results for T-joint.

0.0

0.0 6.0 12.0 18.0

Experiment

The DE heat source again showed the feature of under predicting the depth of the weld pool,

in this case by an average of 27o/o. Note that it is not statistically sensible to give a 95%

confidence interval since only three welding conditions are used. The width error was worse

than expected, being -17o/o on average. Presumably this is because the DE was spread

over such a large volume that there was not sufficient heat density at the surface near the

edges of the source. lf the details of the weld pool are not needed, but only the temperature

field in the wider plate, then this would be quite adequate. The Ts75 is also under predicted

by an average ol28%.

The cylindrical split heat source was very effective in modelling the pool width and depth with

average errors of -7% and 0% respectively. The width of the pool is somewhat under

predicted and it is anticipated that using' the deformed pool split heat source would

compensate. A T-joint weld is a prime application for the deformed pool heat source since

o - Split
o-DE

tr

o
tr

o
tr

Spl t
DE

o - Split
o-DE
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the edges of the T-joint are quite close to the wire and would draw a considerable amount of

arc current and heat. The Ts75 predictions were better than expected when compared to the

results for the V-joint, with an average under prediction of 60/o.

A typical x-section plot of the peak temperature distribution for the T-joint weld is given in

Figure 4.21 together with the experimental x-section. The weld condition is run number 3

(see Table 4.9) which has the greatest level of finger penetration. The split heat source is

able to predict the profile with fìnger penetration well.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.21 T-joint x-section of fusion zone: (a) Experimental; (b) Double Ellipsoidal Model;
(c) Cylindrical Split Heat Model.

4.3.5 CONGLUSTON

Modelling of a T-joint weld is shown to be very similar to modelling a V-joint. The split heat

source that worked very well for the V-joint was also very effective for the T-joint. The

cylindrical split heat source was used, but it is anticipated that the deformed pool split heat

source would give still better results, reducing the under prediction of the weld pool width.

The DE heat source with the given heat source parameters was unable to cope with the

deep weld pool penetration.

I
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4.4 MULTI-PASS AND PRE.HEAT MODELS

This section deals with modelling multi-pass and preheat welds using a QSS analysis, thus

contributing to the reduction in the time requirements of these problems. ln this section

preheat and multi-pass models are both addressed because they are closely related. After

any pass there is a residual temperature fleld in the plate so the following pass is just like

laying a bead onto a preheated plate. Thus, by demonstrating the ability to use QSS models

for multi-pass welds, it is also verifying its potential use for preheat models. The only

example of a preheat model observed in literature was by Kasuya et al. (1993) who

addressed the effect preheating has on the predicted T1571 (time to cool from 1500'C to

100'C). They used a 2D transient model where heat is actually added to the model over a

specified width for a specified duration to achieve the initial, non uniform temperature

distribution.

There are many researchers who have worked with modelling of multi-pass welds, however

none have been obserued using a QSS model. The major setback of modelling multi-pass

welds is that there may be many passes and in a transient model this would greatly increase

an already time consuming approach. As a result, all of the transient work obserued has

used 2D analysis with the exception of Tekriwal & Mazumder (1988) who only modelled two

passes for a one inch weld length. Other than simplifying the problem to 2D, another

common approach has been to lump the passes together.

Perhaps some of the earliest work on lumping passes in multi-pass welds was presented in

a thesis by Kin (1987). He proposed that the number of passes that needed to be modelled

could be reduced by grouping weld runs together. Kin found that the process could be

simplifled to modelling only two passes per layer of weld deposit. All passes in a layer

except for the fìnal one were grouped and treated as one pass, then the fìnal pass for that

layer was modelled separately. This produced residual stress results which were claimed to

be almost identical to modelling every pass of every layer. Note, that the abstract only of

this work has been reviewed.

Shim ef a/. (1991)also investigated grouping of passes to reduce the amount of computing

time required. They showed that there was little difference in the calculated residual stress

when individual passes were grouped and applied as a layer at a time. For thick plate, even

lumping two layers gives results close to the individual pass. This work was extended by

Tsai, Lee & Shim (1994). They reduced a 38 pass, double-V, 2 inch (50 mm) weld, to 14
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passes and to 10 passes with a 2D transient analysis. The results showed very little loss in

accuracy of stress predictions as a result of the grouping compared to the full analysis. The

heat content of each pass in the group was added and applied to the model over a period of

time equal to the sum of the duration of each pass in the group. They also found that root

passes and capping passes can not accurately be grouped. lt would also appear from their

results that the last pass of a layer is more significant than the earlier ones although this was

not discussed in their work.

Das ef a/. (1994) applied the grouped pass method, in two dimensional analysis, grouping all

passes of one or two layers at the expense of some accuracy. They used a single pass

weld to tune the heat source and thermal conductivity enhancement to give an accurate weld

pool proflle. They found that having tuned the heat source for a single pass, it can then be

applied with the same tuning parameters to a multi-pass weld.

Hong ef al. (1994) showed that grouping passes has little effect on the longitudinal stress

distribution, however the surface transverse stress within about 15 mm of the weld toe was

under predicted by between about 2 and 5 times.

An example of a 2D non-grouped multi-pass weld is given by Roelens (1995) who modelled

multi-pass welding for 30 mm and 60 mm plates ranging from 8 to 30 passes. The thermal

results at the end of each pass were used to calculate the microstructural changes and the

changes in residual stress. lmpressive results were obtained when comparing the calculated

and model transverse residual stresses and good results when comparing longitudinal

stresses.

Most of the above literature paints a fairly rosy picture of the lumped pass method and in

fact, it is probably suitable for most stress analyses, however, there are times when

individual passes may be required. For example, Reed & Bhadeshia (1989 & 1994) (refer to

Section 1.2.3) produced a thermal model of a 69 pass weld for the specific purpose of

finding the volume fraction of unreaustenitised material. lt would seem that the grouping

method is not suitable for this analysis as the volume fraction is dependant on lhe thermal

effect of individual passes on each other. Even for cases where grouping is possible, quite a

few passes are often still needed and using a QSS model could save considerable time.

Given that most multi-pass models are concerned with calculating the residual stress which

depends on the transient temperature field, it is worth noting that QSS thermal results can be

easily translated into time dependant temperature values (refer to Section 2.2.4).
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4.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The test case examined in this work consisted of a 60' vee butt joint in 20 mm plate with 3

mm land which was filled with 5 passes as shown in Figure 4.22. Direct current GMAW with

Argon rich shielding gas and 1 .2 mm wire were again used. The contact tube to work piece

distance was 33 mm for the root pass and 20 mm for the others. The experimental weld

conditions for each pass are given in Table 4.14.

33 or
20 mm

6d

(

-.'t
ì,7

3.0 mm

X-Section showing passes

320 mm

95 mm Material:
mild steel plate

Figure 4.22 Mulfi-pass joint confìguration

1 1.011.140034.53205

11.111.240034.63204

10.69.040033.03203
10.79.340033.53202

10.013.240034.62901

Power
(kw)

Wire Feed
m/min

Velocity
(mm/min)

Voltage
(v)

Current
(A)Pass

Table 4.14 Weld conditions for each pass of the weld

ln a multi-pass weld, the profile of the weld bead of the individual passes are not easily

deflned. Measurements that can be taken to gauge the effectiveness of a model are the Ts75

for each pass, the change in the overall plate temperature after each pass, and the final

fusion profile of the combined passes. These will all be addressed in testing the model,

however it should be pointed out that it is the approach of QSS multi-pass modelling that is

being demonstrated and optimising the heat source to obtain accurate model results has not

been pursued. Experimental results are listed in Table 4.15i no T675 Vâluê was obtained for

pass number 5 due to poor location of thermocouples.

welding torch
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4485

9.84634

9.54263

9.64002
7.83651

Tars

(sec)
T"u after the pass

(K)Pass

Table 4.15 Experimental results for each pass

4.4.2 MODEL

There are two approaches by which multi-pass welds could be modelled with a QSS analysis

and these are outl¡ned in Figure 4.23 (a) and (b). ln the first case, the solution to a multi-

pass weld could be obtained in a single calculation even though each pass is individually

modelled. lt would consist of a long mesh with a series of heat sources applied along its

length, corresponding to the heat applied by each pass. The distance between the heat

sources is given by the duration between commencement of passes (t). Thus the plate

would be heated by the fìrst pass, cool down over the duration between passes; the residual

temperature feeds into the second pass which would add more heat and so forth. The

model would only need to be reflned around each heat source, but it would still require a

very long & large model which may not always be practical. The second option divides this

first suggestion into individual passes making the model a more practical size. The length of

the mesh is determined by the duration between passes so that the temperature at the end

of the plate would correspond to the plate temperature at the start of the next pass. This

temperature distribution is applied as the boundary condition on the edge of the next pass so

that the plate effectively starts off at this temperature. lt can be seen that this is effectively

the same as doing a preheat model, whereby the temperature of the plate is set by fixing the

temperature of the incoming material at the preheat temperature. The multi-pass solution

can be automated so that each pass starts automatically with the final temperature of the

previous pass as a boundary condition. ln addition to breaking the multi-pass model into

more practical size, this second method has another advantage. ln some cases, it may be

specified that the plate must drop to a certain temperature between passes,, rather than

there being a fairly consistent time between them. This specified temperature could easily

be used as the temperature boundary condition for the next pass. lt would however mean

that in the proposal in Figure 4.23 (a) the length of plate to be meshed between passes is

not known. Another drawback of using the long model is that some of the passes may have

a different welding speed which would be difficult to handle is this QSS scenario. ln this

work proposal (b) of Figure 4.23 will be used.
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Figure 4.23 QSS multi-pass weld models (a) single calculation (b) multiple calculation

At each pass a weld bead is added. All the weld bead passes are meshed into the model,

but given material properties to "turn the material off' until the bead is deposited. These

material properties are a low specific heat and low conductivity so that very little heat can be

conducted into the bead and it is only capable of absorbing an insignificant amount of heat.

As each pass is deposited its material properties are changed to the standard temperature

dependant thermal conductivity and specific heat for steel. Boundary conditions of radiation

and convection are added as per the models in previous sections.

The mesh used in this work is a very basic, coarse mesh with a simple heat source. lt is

shown in Figure 4.24. The material deposited in each pass is outlined in bold.

X-Section of 3-D Mesh

etc. Heat Source
Pass 2

Heat Source
Pass 1

Heat Source
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Figure 4.24 Multi-pass mesh.
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The heat source was simply a uniform distribution of the heat into 12 elements for each

pass. The elements loaded with heat are shown shaded in Figure 4.23 and go three

elements deep into the page (hence only 4 elements per pass are shaded).

4.4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Ts¡5 and the temperature of the plate predicted at the end of each run is given in Table

4.16

17.64905

14.24814
12.74433

9.24052
7.73581

Tals
(sec)

T"u after the pass
(K)Pass

Table 4.16 Multi-pass model predictions

The predictions are very good for the first couple of passes, but then the model begins to

over predict both the Ts75 and the residual plate temperature. Too much heat is being added

to the plate in the model, or not enough is being lost. lt is possible that radiation and

convection coefficients should be increased. More likely the plate was not well enough

insulated from the welding table. For a single pass weld, this is not very significant, but

when the plate is mounted for an extended period of time such as in a multi-pass weld, a

significant amount of heat may have been lost. This became more apparent as time

progressed.

Looking at the resultant fusion profile at the completion of the weld runs and comparing it to

the experimental profile (Figure 4.25), a surprisingly good result was obtained considering

the basic model that was used. Note that the experimental profile was plotted from the test

piece for clarity.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.25 Experimental (a) and modelled.(b) fusion profiles resulting from the multi-pass
weld.
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4.4.4 GONCLUS¡ON

This section has demonstrated the effectiveness of using a QSS model to predict multi-pass

welds. Despite a very simple model, good results were obtained. The means by which a

QSS model can be used for welds with a preheat was also shown.
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4.5 WEAVING

Weaving is a welding technique in which the welding torch is simultaneously moved forward

in the weld direction and from side to side, forming a weaving pattern. This widens the weld

pool and weld bead and allows more material to be deposited in a single pass. The

technique may be used in filling a wide joint preparation, or in a capping run to neatly finish a

weld and ensure there is no undercutting.

4.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The weave weld considered in this work could exemplify a finishing run for a multi-pass weld

such as the one described in the previous section. A 60' v-butt joint of the same

configuration as that used in the multi-pass section was modelled. lf the two passes

following the root pass were laid side by side the groove would be filled to about 4.5 mm

from the top of the plate. This could then be fìnished with a weave weld to fill the remaining

cavity. ln order to investigate this weaving application, the first 3 passes were not actually

laid, but a groove was milled into a plate, as shown in Figure 4.26, to represent the cavity

that would remain if they had been laid. By doing this, the weave fusion line is easily visible

rather than being blended and possibly confused with the first passes.

welding torch

50 mm

50 mm
,.-

4
20 mm

4.5 mm

14.4 mm

Material:
mild steel plate

300 mm

weave pattern

Figure 4.26 Weave weld plate configuration
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The weave used to fill the groove shown above was produced by a robotic welding machine,

using the weave form shown in Figure 4.27. The wire diameter was 1 .2 mm with a contact

tube to work piece distance of 16 mm. The welding voltage was 37 V with a direct current of

414 A, and the shielding gas was 90% Argon and 1O% CO2. The velocity in the direction of

the weld seam was 230 mm/min. A preheat of 432 K was applied to reflect the heat that

would have been introduced if the first 3 passes had been laid. This is the temperature of

the multi-pass weld plate after the fìrst three passes.

weld centre line

weave pattern

7 dwell = 0.4 seconds
period = 1.667 seconds

0.433 seconds

,. dwell = 0.4 seconds

7mm i 7mm

Figure 4.27 Weave form

The weave form shown in Figure 4.27 was used in the initial experimental run and resulted in

the fusion profile shown in Figure 4.28 (a).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.28 Fusion profile of weave weld with 0.4 seconds dwell time: (a) experimental, (b)
model.
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4.5.2 MODEL

No published work has been found that addresses modelling of weave welding. ln this

section a method is presented and proven to be suitable for modelling a weave weld using a

modified heat source and QSS analysis.

There are two alternative approaches by which weave modelling could be attempted:

(a) use a transient model with the heat source following the weave pattern;

(b) use a transient or steady state analysis using a heat source that does not weave, but is

wide to reflect the width of the weave.

The second option is chosen for this work as it can be applied to a QSS model. lf the

welding problem required that a transient model be used, the second option would still be the

simplest to apply, so it is certainly worthwhile proving it as a viable option. The only concern

with using the wide steady heat source is that it does not capture the effect on the

temperature field of the heat source being offset from side to side. For a realistic weave

pattern which is quite tight such as the one used in this work, the transient effect of the heat

source weaving seems to be entirely damped out. This can be observed by looking at the x-

section of the weave weld in Figure 4.28 which shows symmetry about the centre line.

The heat source used in the weave model was a split heat source with a surface Gaussian

representing the arc and a spherical volume source representing the droplet (refer to Section

3.4.3). The radius of the droplet was 2.4 mm and the depth of the droplet was tuned to the

depth of the weave weld profile at the centre line. A Fortran program was. used to integrate

the heat source over a weave cycle and convert it into a steady heat source. This was done

as outlined in Figure 4.29 (a). A fine array was used and the heat source was swept in a

straight line from side to side with the amplitude and time duration of a single weave cycle.

For each point in the array the heat was summed as the source passed through it and then

divided by the duration of the cycle to obtain the average heat content at that location. The

resulting form of the heat source is shown in Figure 4.29 (b). The peaks in the surface part

of the source are due to the dwell at the extremities of the weave. For the same reason, the

heat contained within the elongated sphere would be more concentrated at the edges too.

The weld plate was meshed with elements in the region of the weave being about 2 mm3.

The preheat was modelled by applying a temperature of 432 K as a boundary condition

where the material enters the mesh.
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weave pattern

(a) split heat source
integrated over

one weave
split heat

cycle
source stepped
through weave cycle

(b)

X-Section View

Figure 4.29 Generating a weave heat source (a) the base split heat source, (b) the

integrated split heat source.

4.5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The weave weld's fusion profile observed in the initial experimental run (Figure 4.28 (a)) was

considered not to be ideal. lt was assumed that an ideal weave profìle would leave a

relatively flat base to the fusion profile. lt was decided that the model should be used to

determine what weave dwell time would give the desired flat fusion profile.

To start with, the initial weave weld was modelled resulting in the fusion profile shown in

Figure 4.28 (b) above. The shape of the fusion zone is good, but under predicted in its

dimensions by about 13%. The reason for the under prediction is not certain since the total

heat added to the weld is correct and this is what affects the overall size of the fusion zone.

Despite the under prediction, the twin finger penetration effect was present, so the model

was considered suitable to use for investigating the modification of the weave pattern. The

dwelltime was reduced from 0.4 to 0.2 seconds. This produced a model fusion profile which

was quite semi-circular in shape so a dwell time of 0.3 seconds was tried. The fusion proflle

with this condition was close to what was intended and so an experimental verification with

this new weave was done. The model and experimental fusion profiles for a dwell of 0.3

seconds are shown in Figure 4.30 (a) and (b) respectively.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.30 Fusion profìles with weave having 0.3 second dwell; (a) experimental, (b)
model.

4.5.4 CONCLUSTON

The idea of using an integrated heat has been demonstrated and shows quite some merit. A

little more work is recommended to determine the reason for under prediction of the fusion

size. The integrated weave heat source is capable of capturing the effect the weave pattern

has on the fusion shape.
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4.6 APPLICATION FOR DISTORTION ANALYSIS

This section provides a practical application for models of the type that have been developed

in this thesis for predicting the distortion of a weld.

Models of V-joint welds with varying preparation angles are produced and the predicted

fusion shapes used as input for a new method of calculating weld distortion. This method

was proposed by Tsai ef a/. (1995) and hinges on the assumption that the predominant

cause of distortion in a weld is the shrinkage of the molten material in the weld bead as it

cools. lt is thus known as the shrinkage volume method and is of significant industrial

relevance. lt enables the distortion of complex structures to be found quickly and simply

compared to the traditional modelling method which requires the entire transient thermal

history, the microstructural changes and a stress analysis. The shrinkage volume method is

modelled by applying spring elements to the meshed structure with the spring contraction

reflecting the weld metal contraction.

Bachorski has taken up the shrinkage volume method too and used thermal fusion

predictions from this thesis in his work. The results will be presented below and have been

published in international conference proceedings (Bachorski, Painter, Smailes & Wahab

(1ee7)).

4.6.1 EXPERIMENTAL CON DITIONS

Welds were made on 6 mm mild steel plates with V-joint preparations of varying angles.

This is shown in Figure 4.31 and the details listed in Table 4.17. Each of the welds had full

penetration as would be expected having a root gap. The width of the weld bead at the top,

middle and bottom of the plate are listed in Table 4.18.

land

root gap
,OO tr -;

ct

Figure 4.31 Weld set up for distortion tests
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Table 4.17 Joint details and welding conditions'

1.73.54.112.0304

2.03.23.612.4603

1.84.65.313.4752

1.93.95.114.4901

(q/sBaseMiddleTopc[oExpt

Wire Feedmm)Pool Size

Tabte 4.18 Fusion dimensions for full penetration weld runs'

4.6.2 MODEL

The models were set up in the same way as in the section on V-joints. The split heat source

with a cylindrical droplet (refer to section 3.4.3) was used. The surface Gaussian was given

a radius of 7.5 mm and the cylinder radius was varied. For the case of the 90'weld which

had no root gap it was 1.2 mm and for the other welds, the cylinder diameter was made

equal to the root gap. This reduction in the size of the cylinder was found to be needed in

order to give a high enough concentration of heat to obtain the full penetration. The cylinder

radius is effectively being used, in this case, as a tuning device. A much better alternative

would have been, time permitting, to gain a better understanding of the effect of the root gap

so that the heat source could be modifìed in a more scientifìc manner.

4.6.3 RESULTS AND DISGUSSION

The fusion zone width for the model and experiment are compared in Table 4.19. The

results arefar from excellent with approximately 25% under prediction of the width at the top,

30% over prediction in the middle of the plate and reasonable predictions of the base width.

2.63.54.04.19.312.0304

3.33.25.03.69.812.4603

5.24.67.05.310.213.4752

4.53.96.85.110.414.4901

ModelExptModelExptModelExptExpt

BottomMiddleTopc[o
mm)Weld Pool Dimensions

Tabte 4.19 Model and experimentalfusion widths'
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Using a deformed pool split heat source may go a long way to counteracting the lack of

width at the top of the plate, but the effect of the root gap almost certainly needs to be taken

into account in some way too. The results in Table 4.19 were used by Bachorski in distortion

predictions using the shrinkage volume method. His results are shown in Figure 4.32 taken

from Bachorski ef al. (1997).

0 102030405060708090
Vee-preperation / included angle (c")

Figure 4.32 Graph comparing three different shrinkage Volume strategies to experimental

results. Model 1 used the joint preparation geometry as the shrinkage volume. Model 2

used thermal modelling data to calculate the shrinkage volume and model 3 used the actual

welded fusion zone of the welded samples (determined from macro-sections). - Figure

taken from Bachorski ef al. (1997).

4.6,4 CONCLUSTON

The work discussed above showed that using the actual fusion line of the molten metal as

the defined shrinkage volume produced extremely accurate distortion predictions for butt

welded plates of different v-preparations. lf the fusion profile really is the major determinant

of the distortion of a weld, then this highlights the importance of the thrust of this thesis

which is in producing models which are capable of predicting accurate fusion profiles.

The thermal models produced for the distortion prediction tests require further work in terms

of understanding the effect of a root gap.
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Ghapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 SUMMARY

Thermal modelling of gas metal arc welding (GMAW) prov¡des a tool that is being applied in

an increasing range of industrial activities. Results from a thermal model can be used to find

the width and penetration of a weld and it is vital input for calculating the changes in

microstructure, hardness, stress and distortion. These results can often be obtained more

expediently by models than by experimentation. The area in which modelling has most

potential is in the stress and distortion analysis of large or complex structures, but it can also

be competitive for simpler structures and for determination of the weld fusion shape and heat

affected zone.

This thesis is mainly concerned with generating simple yet accurate models of GMAW to

predict the thermal response of a weld piece for several different welding processes; namely:

single pass V-joint and T-joint welds, multi-pass welds, weaving, preheated welds. This

involves investigating and improving the heat source definition used to represent the arc and

droplets in the various welds.

THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

To fully model all the processes occurring within a weld is too complex and computationally

uneconomical to yield industrially attractive results. Models have historically been simplifìed

by the following means: modelling the weld piece only and representing the arc and metal

transfer as heat and material input boundary conditions; refraining from modelling the

complex convective flow within the weld pool, so the model is governed simply by conduction

heat transfer; analysing the model in the quasi-steady-state (OSS); reducing the dimension

of the model to 2D; linearising the problem by using constant material properties. All but the

last two tactics were employed in the models used in this work.

The models were generated using NISA/3D-FLUID finite element modelling software. Three

dimensional, eight noded elements were used. The elements in the fusion zone were kept

below about 2.8 mm3 as this level of coarseness was shown to yield no signifìcant loss of
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accuracy for the models in this work. ln most cases, elements of 1 mm3 were used in the

fusion region. The weld bead was meshed into the model with the dimensions determined

from empirical wire feed rate. Material flows through the mesh at the welding velocity,

entering at the initial plate temperature. The plate material properties were based on those

used by Moore et al. (1985) with the latent heat of phase change included in the specifìc

heat and a multiplication of four times the conductivity given to the material in the molten

state. Radiation and convective heat losses were included as boundary conditions. The end

of the plate was given an adiabatic boundary condition to approximate it being of infìnite

length and this was shown to be a valid simplifìcation. For a typical set of welding

conditions, the QSS model was shown to give the same results as an equivalent transient

model to within 5% in the area of thermal interest (near the weld centre line) except near the

start and finish of the weld run.

HEAT SOURCES

The conduction based simplification requires compensation to be made for not having flow in

the molten weld pool. Appropriate choice of heat source boundary condition and an

enhanced conductivity can go some way in achieving this. A major step in this direction was

the development of Goldak's Double Ellipsoidal (DE) heat source defìnition, presented in

Goldak et al. (1985). The DE heat source distributes heat in a semi-ellipsoidal shaped

volume below the surface with the flux a maximum at the centre and reducing in a Gaussian

manner to the edges. ln addition, the conductivity was enhanced by a factor of four in the

molten region. This heat source is very effective for modelling gas tungsten arc welding

(GTAW), but has difficulty in GMAW whenever the penetration is deep or there is fìnger

penetration caused by the impacting molten droplets. Heat sources were sought that try to

deal specifically with modelling of GMAW. This revealed the emerging concept of the split

heat source in which the droplet and arc heat components are applied separately. The most

successful of the observed split heat sources had the droplet component applied at some

depth in the weld pool, representing the penetrating effect of the impacting droplets. These

became the focus of investigating suitable heat sources for the GMAW models in this work.

Two split heat sources were developed based on what appeared to be the most effective

features of the split heat sources observed in literature. Both used a Gaussian surface heat

source to represent the arc and had the droplet component of the heat applied within a

volume at a depth proportional to current. One used a spherical volume of four times the

electrode wire diameter and the other, a cylinder of two times the wire diameter. A third

novel split heat source was developed using a cylindrical volume for the droplet but making
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the surface arc heat component dependent on the deformation of the weld pool surface.

This deformation was shown to have a significant bearing on the distribution of heat from the

arc, resulting in more heat being applied away from the electrode wire centre line than in the

conventional Gaussian distribution. Surprisingly, this deformed surface heat distribution

effect has been almost entirely overlooked by weld modellers and it seems it should clearly

be accounted for. For the split heat sources described above, the component of heat in the

droplet was obtained from steel at the experimental droplet temperature of 2400"C,

multiplied by the material flow rate. The flow rate was found from an empirical relationship

against current. The remaining heat was applied within the arc component of the source.

The split heat source models were tied to the welding power and welding current and could

thus be used over a range of welding conditions.

Other heat sources tested were: a surface Gaussian with thermal conductivity isotropically

enhanced, based on the Nusselt number which indicates the ratio of conductive to

convective heat transfer; a prescribed isotherm representing the weld pool boundary; and

finally, Goldak's DE heat source was used as a gauge to indicate the effectiveness of the

heat sources tested. For all the heat sources, an effìciency of 80% was used, based on

published experimental data.

A considerable effort was expended pursuing inverse methods as a means to calculate the

most effective heat source definition. A method was developed and attempted, but proved

to be very complicated with the mathematical approach being unstable. lt was thus left open

as a possible avenue for future work.

APPLYING THE MODEL AND HEAT SOURCES

All of the heat sources described above were applied to model a V-joint weld. The results

were very good for the prescribed isotherm as expected. The isotherm applied to the model

was experimentally determined so it is in effect, a way to optimally tune the model. lf a full

fusion profile is not available, the best heat source defìnition was clearly the split heat source

type. The two split heat sources using the Gaussian surface component both showed under

prediction of the weld pool width of about 5 to 10% which the deformed pool split heat

source corrected. All the split heat source definitions gave very accurate penetration

predictions with close to 0% mean error and small scatter. The T675 results were not as good

with an average under prediction of about 5o/o and a large scatter. Even the prescribed

isotherm produced a similar under prediction of the T675 and it is unclear at this stage as to

the reason for this. The DE heat source under predicted the pool width and depth by about
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10 to 15% and was the only heat source to over predict the T6¡5 value. The Gaussian with

enhanced thermal conductivity produced very poor penetration prediction, good width

prediction and a Ts75 prediction similar to the split heat sources. lt was clear that the

enhancement should have been in the direction of the flow and not isotropically applied.

Several models were produced for V-joint welds with varying root gaps as pad of a distortion

analysis. A cylindrical split heat source was used with the diameter of the cylinder linked to

the root gap. The linking was done rather arbitrarily and more exploratory work is needed to

come up with a scientific means of modelling welds which contain a root gap.

T-joint welds were modelled for which the cylindrical split heat source and the DE heat

source were tested. The success of the split heat source was the same as for the V-joint,

and it is anticipated that introduction of the deformed pool split heat source would have

made further improvements by correcting the under predicted width. ïhe DE results were

worse than expected with width and depth being under predicted by an average of about

2Oo/o and in contrast to the V-joint model, the Ts75 being signifìcantly under predicted.

Several approaches were identified in literature to simplify the very time consuming analysis

of multi-pass welds. No researchers, however, have been observed to attempt the

significant simplifìcation of making the analysis QSS. A simple model was generated,

demonstrating the viability of using a QSS analysis. Reasonable accuracy was obtained

considering the model's simplicity. Modelling a QSS multi-pass weld inherently

demonstrated the use of QSS to model preheated welds.

No literature was found on the research of modelling weaving welds. lt was shown that a

weave weld could be modelled using a heat source which was integrated over one weave

cycle. ln this way, the resulting heat source could be applied to a simple QSS model. A split

heat source was used with surface Gaussian and spherical volume components. The model

results were sensitive to the weave pattern and changes in the pool profile were predicted

for variations in the weave pattern's dwell time.
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5.2 CONCLUSIONS

By investigating and extending the current state of knowledge on thermal modelling of

GMAW and generating models for common and novel welding applications, the following

conclusions were reached:

. Thermal modelling has growing industrial and scientific relevance and value.

. Complicated convection models are adding to our understanding of welding processes,

but are not currently viable for industrial application.

. Conduction based models are industrially attractive but convection flow needs to be

accounted for. This is done by enhancing the thermal conductivity and distributing the

heat to reflect the convective flow.

. For GMAW the modelling direction is to use a split heat source considering the arc and

droplet components separately.

- The arc component is sensitive to the pool deformation which causes more heat to

be applied away from the arc centre line than for the conventional Gaussian

distribution. The pool deformation should be incorporated in heat source

defìnitions.

- The droplet component should be applied at a depth propottional to the current,

reflecting the down flow induced by the impacting droplets. This also ties the heat

source definition to the current making it applicable over a wider range of weld

conditions.

. QSS can be used effectively for many welding applications and the loss of accuracy

compared to transient models is only evident at the start and end of the welds and away

from the weld zone.

. T-joint and V-joint models are accurately modelled using the split heat source type

distribution.

. The deformed surface split heat source defined and applied in this work provided

excellent results and is proposed as the most suitable heat source available.

,. The use of a prescribed isotherm is developed and demonstrated as an accurate

alternative heat source when a complete fusion boundary is known.

. Weaving welds are modelled for the first time. lntegrating the weave heat source over

one weave cycle and using a QSS model, the effect of changing the weave pattern could

be predicted.

I

ü
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. Multi-pass and preheat models were modelled using QSS for the fìrst time, providing a

new means of simplifying the time consuming transient analysis of multi-pass welds.

. lnverse methods provide an exciting scientific means of deriving an optimum heat source.

An inverse approach was developed, but due to complexity, its application was beyond

the scope of this thesis.

. Weld pool fusion predictions are used for a simple and effective method of calculating

deformation, known as the shrinkage volume method.

The objectives of this thesis have been met, developing effìcient and effective thermal FE

models, advancing the current state of knowledge of heat sources and applying them to real

and original welding situations.
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APPENDICES

A: WELD POOL TIPPING DEVICE

The weld pool tipping device is used to eject the molten weld pool material during a weld to

reveal the fusion cavity. A test piece is mounted onto the device. The entire unit is then

spring loaded with the cables taking up the tension. This induces a very large torque on the

device due to the cables being offset from the spring mounting point. The device is

prevented from rotating by a triggered clamp. Once the weld has stabilised, the device is

triggered and the device is accelerated downwards, rotating as the cables unwind. Most of

the molten metal spills from the caviÇ and any remaining liquid is ejected as the unit hits the

strike plate below.

welding direction

test piece

cable
rl.t

t
I

;

strike plate

tensioned
spring

MECHANICAL EJECTION DEVICE
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APPENDIX

B: TABULATED V.JOINT RESULTS

A complete table of results for the V-joint models and experiments is given below:

Table 4.1 Tabulated results of V-joint experiments and model predictions.

23.7
19.4
14.6
11.7
15

19.3

23.7
19.3
16

12.7
15.8
19.6

24.3
19.5
15.7
13.3
15.5
18.7

24.5
18.8
14

14.5
17.8
24.5

24
19.8
15.3
13.6
'17.4

21.2

26.8
22.7
17.4
14

17.4
20.8

25.5
20

13.5
12
17
25

Length

22.4
22.4
21.8
10.3
9.9
9.8

23.2
22.2
24.1
9.7
10.6
9.8

24.5
23.7
23

10.8
10.8
10.3

21.9
17.6
16.1
10.8
12.8
14

23.7
22.7
20.8

10
10.8
101

26.8
27

24.3
10.4
11.7
11.1

22.2
21.5
20.1
10.4
14.1

12.9

T8/5

12.9
12

11

10.2
10.2
10.6

12
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